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Atomically thin two-dimensional nanomaterials such as graphene and transi-
tion metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have seen a rapid growth of exploration
since the isolation of monolayer graphene. These materials provide a rich eld
of study for physics and optoelectronics applications. Many applications seek
to combine a two dimensional (2D) material with another nanomaterial, either
another two dimensional material or a zero (0D) or one dimensional (1D) ma-
terial. The work in this thesis explores the consequences of these interactions
from 0D to 2D.
We begin in Chapter 2 with a study of energy transfer at 0D-2D interfaces
with quantum dots and graphene. In our work we seek to maximize the rate of
energy transfer by reducing the distance between the materials. We observe an
interplay with the distance-dependence and surface eects from our halogen
terminated quantum dots that aect our observed energy transfer. In Chapter
3 we study supercapacitance in composite graphene oxide- carbon nanotube
electrodes. At this 2D-1D interface we observe a compounding eect between
graphene oxide and carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes increase the acces-
sible surface area of the supercapacitors and improve conductivity by forming
a conductive pathway through electrodes.
In Chapter 4 we investigate eective means of improving sample quality in
TMDCs and discover the importance of the monolayer interface. We observe
a drastic improvement in photoluminescence when encapsulating our TMDCs
with Boron Nitride. We measure spectral linewidths approaching the intrinsic
limit due to this 2D-2D interface. We also eectively reduce excess charge and
thus the trion-exciton ratio in our samples through substrate surface passiva-
tion. In Chapter 5 we briey discuss our investigations on chemical doping,
heterostructures and interlayer decoupling in ReS2. We observe an increase
in intensity for p-doped MoS2 samples. We investigated the charge transfer
exciton previously identied in heterostructures. Spectral observation of this
interlayer exciton remained elusive in our work but provided the motivation for
our work in Chapter 4. We also discuss our preliminary results on interlayer
decoupling in ReS2.
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The isolation [9] and subsequent characterization [10] of monolayer graphene
has ushered in a new age of exploration within the landscape of atomically thin
nanomaterials; from graphene [11]and elemental analogues [12] to transition
metal dichalcogenides [13, 4], research has been rapidly advancing due to the
superior mechanical properties [14], rich physics [10] [15] [16, 17, 5, 18, 19]
and exciting potential applications in electronics [20, 21] and optoelectronics
[22] present in these materials. Interest in these materials has naturally ex-
tended into exploration of atomically thin nanomaterial-based hybrid systems
for unique applications and devices such as Field Eect Transistors (FETs)
[23], photodetectors [24] and supercapacitors [25] with superior performance.
Understanding the physical and electronic coupling at interfaces in hybrid
devices is central to fully exploiting the potential of atomically thin nanoma-
terial heterostructures. In this dissertation I investigate electronic coupling
at hetero-interfaces involving two-dimensional nanomaterials in various hybrid
nanomaterial systems, varying in material composition and quantum conne-
ment dimensionality, from 0D to 2D.
1.1. Overview of Work
We begin with a study of near-eld Coulomb interactions between graphene
and halide terminated quantum dots in Chapter 2. The two-dimensional
nature and gapless interaction of graphene with the electron-holes pairs in
the quantum dot emitter result in a strong interaction [26]. We observe e-
cient distance-dependent energy transfer from the quantum dots to graphene,
which is characterized by a quenching of the photoluminescence, intermittent
blinking and the uorescence lifetime of the quantum dots [27]. Our next
investigation in Chapter 3 studies a supercapacitor composite of carbon nan-
otubes and chemically exfoliated graphene (reduced graphene oxide: RGO).
Composites are fabricated using a one-step low cost electrophoretic deposition
method. Here the carbon nanotubes are utilized to increase the accessible sur-
face area for electrostatic interaction of the electrolyte and RGO. We observe a
3-fold increase in supercapacitance of RGO electrodes with carbon nanotubes,
demonstrating the complementary interaction between these materials. These
studies focus on interactions of graphene, an atomically thin two-dimensional
material, with nanomaterials of diering quantum connement: 0D (quantum
2
dots) and 1D (carbon nanotubes). As mentioned, the mechanical isolation of
monolayer graphene has led to the similar discovery of other atomically thin
two-dimensional nanomaterials: including boron nitride and transition metal
dichalcogenides. These materials are characterized by weak van Der Waals
forces between layers that make it possible to separate individual monolay-
ers through mechanical exfoliation. These van Der Waals forces also make it
possible to combine individual layers to form new heterostructures through a
novel pickup technique. We then continue with a study of the dielectric eects
of encapsulating monolayer transition metal dichacolgenides in Chapter 4. In
Chapter 5 we explore various excitonic features in TMDC nanomaterials. We
look at transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) heterostructures, where in-
terlayer coupling leads to fascinating spectroscopic and electronic properties
within these devices. We probe spectroscopic features of these heterostructures
to ascertain the presence of an interlayer charge transfer exciton. Addition-
ally, we investigate doping eects on photoluminescence. We also investigate
interlayer coupling in ReS2.
1.2. Background
1.2.1. Optical phenomena in materials. As described by Maxwell's
equations, light is electromagnetic radiation, and carries energy. The wave-
length spectrum spans gamma rays (10-11 m) to radio waves (105 m). In this
work we consider wavelengths of light in the visible and near-infrared region of
the light spectrum (approximately 400  800 nm). Light consists of photons,
quantized massless particles of electromagnetic radiation with an energy equal
to E= hc/λ, where λ is the wavelength of the light, c = 3 x 108 m/s, the speed
of light and h is Plank's constant. Central to this study is an understanding
of the interactions that occur when light interacts with semi-conductors. In
general, several phenomena can occur. Light may be reected, transmitted, or
absorbed. As with other elementary particles, photons possess wave-particle
duality; key insights can be gleaned from considering both classical and quan-
tum aspects of light.
1.2.1.1. Absorption and Emission. The phenomena that govern absorption
and emission of photons by atoms are of particular interest. Classically when
considering photon interactions with atoms, the equation of motion of the
electron vibrating on the atom is as shown below, where xe is the velocity of
the electron, γ is a drag term, ω is the vibration frequency of the electron on















(ωo)2 − ω2 − iωγ
E(t)
]
We see the motion of the electron is strongly inuenced by the frequency
of light and its intrinsic frequency and moves proportionally in time to the
incoming electromagnetic radiation. From this arise several key properties for
dielectric materials, materials whose electronic dipole moment can be polarized
in the presence of an electric eld. The polarization of the material P is in
1.3 below, where χ is the linear polarization susceptibility. The polarization
susceptibility is the ability to be polarized in the presence of an electric eld.







(ωo − ω − iγ/2)
]
We can determine the total electric eld (the incoming and emitted electric











(1.6) α = kImχ
(1.7) (n− 1) = 1
2
Reχ
By dening the following parameters we are able to solve the dierential
equation above.
The resulting equation is :
(1.8) E(z, t) = Eo(0)exp[(−α/2)z]exp[i(nkz − ωt)]
α is known as the absorption coecient and n is the refractive index. These
are key parameters in describing the ability of a material to absorb the energy
of light and to deect the propagation of light traveling through it respectively.
The classical description of light yields key results for certain aspects of
light-matter interactions. However, it does not adequately explain how pho-
tons are absorbed and emitted by electrons. For instance, after a photon is
absorbed by an electron, the electron is excited to a higher state; then it relaxes
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back to it's ground state after a characteristic time and releases a photon; The
classical description cannot answer how long this characteristic time is. Nor
can it explain what exactly is meant by an atom emitting a photon. Absorp-
tion and emission of photons can be best understood as the curious quantum
mechanical interactions between the electrons of a material and the quantized
electromagnetic eld from the photons. In absorption, a photon is annihilated
and its energy transferred to an electron in the system. The electron is thus
excited to a higher energy state. As such, absorption occurs when the photon
energy is equal to the dierence between an electron's ground state energy and
excited state energy. In emission, an electron relaxes down to its ground energy
state, and a photon is created, with energy equal to ΔE. This annihilation
and creation of photons is explained within the framework of quantum eld
theory.
In general, a quantum mechanical system can be described by Schrodinger's
Equation:






+ V (x)Ψ = EΨ
H is the Hamiltonian that describes the kinetic and potential energy of the
system, E is the energy states of the particle, and ψ the wave function describes
the probability density of the location of the particle within the system. The
Hamiltonian for this system of a photon absorption/emission event within an
atom is:
(1.11) H = HA +HF +Hint






where σz is the population operator between the excited and ground state.
The Hamiltonian of the Electric Field (HF ) can be quantized as below. It
is expressed as harmonic oscillators which gives rise to convenient operations.
Of note, the ladder operators (a+ and a) lead to the creation and annihilation






For the Hamilton of the interaction of the atom and Electric eld :
Hint = −(qer) · E
1.2.1.2. Lifetime and Lineshape. There is also an associated probability
associated with absorption and emission of a photon within a system, captured
by Fermi's Golden Rule. Considering light-matter interactions, Fermi's Golden
Rule provides a framework for determining the probability of an electron's
transition from an initial state to a nal quantum mechanical state in the
presence of an electromagnetic eld. As shown in 1.12 below, the probability
of a transition in time t is proportional to Wfi, the coupling interaction of the
initial and nal state and ρ, the density of nal states.





Wnk =< Ψn|W (t)|Ψk >
Fermi's golden rule governs selection rules, which determine whether a
transition is permitted or forbidden. From Equation 1.12 we can obtain the
spontaneous emission rate, the inverse of this rate is the radiative lifetime.
The lifetime generally is the characteristic time for an electron to decay to its
initial state. The radiative lifetime will be discussed more in Chapter 2.
The time-dependence of transitions is evident in photoluminescence spectra
which show spectral variation, rather than a monochromatic delta function, as
shown in Figure 1.1. This is explained by Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle:
4E4tu ∼ ~. As such, there is some uncertainty in the time and energy of




From equation 1.134vu is the spectral broadening of the transition due to the
Heisenberg uncertainty Principle. The spectral width is directly related to the
intrinsic lifetime (4tu).
Spectral broadening can be homogenous or inhomogeneous. Homogenous
broadening aects all atoms equally. It falls into two categories: lifetime broad-
ening (4vu) and collision broadening from atoms. Homogenous broadening has
a Lorentzian lineshape. Inhomogeneous broadening aects atoms dierently.
It may be due to, impurities, varying electric eld, doppler broadening due to
thermal motion, etc. and results typically in a Gaussian line shape, typical of
the Doppler eect. The Lorentzian lineshape in homogenous broadening can
be derived from the total electromagnetic eld upon emission, 1.8. From 1.6
we can derive that α, the absorption coecient is a Lorentzian:
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(ωo − ω)2 + (γ/2)2
]
From this, Fourier Transform of the electromagnetic eld shows that emis-
sion lineshape due to homogeneous broadening is Lorentzian. We discuss more
on this Chapter 4.
1.2.2. Radiative and Nonradiative Lifetime. Decay from an excited
state can occur through competing pathways: radiative and nonradiative re-
combination. The rate of decay from an excited state is expressed in Equation
1.14 with ki being the rate of each possible relaxation process. Looking at a
simple case with just a single decay, we nd the population evolves as a func-












(1.15) N(t) = Noe
− τ
t ; τ =
1
k
1.2.3. Dephasing. The ground and excited state wave functions of an ex-
citon evolve over time. The time scale in which they evolve with a xed phase
between is known as the optical coherence time. After this point, they are de-
phased relative to each other. There are several dephasing processes, including
exciton-exciton and exciton-phonon scattering and radiative recombination.
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Figure 1.2. Density of States. Reproduced from [1]
1.2.4. Quantum eects in Nanomaterials. Electrons within a crystal
can be individually described by a wavefunction derived from Schrodinger's
Equation, shown in1.1 for the x vector. This description can then be expanded
to describe the system's electron energy within the crystal using Bloch's the-
orem, which accounts for the periodicity of the crystal's potential. In bulk
crystals, electrons can occupy a continuum of energy levels; In nanoscale mate-
rials, quantum eects become important. As a result of quantum connement,
possible energy states become quantized. Connement can occur in the x,y,
or z direction or any combination thereof. When a material is not spatially
conned in any direction it is classied as three-dimensional (3D); graphite
is one example of a bulk 3D material. When there is spatial connement in
one dimension, the material is classied as two-dimensional (2D); graphene,
a planar sheet is one example. When there is spatial connement in two di-
mensions, the material is classied as one-dimensional (1D); carbon nanotubes
are an example of a 1D material. When there is spatial connement in three
dimensions, the material is classied as zero dimensional (0D); CdSe quantum
dots are an example of a 0D material. 1.2 shows the density of states for 0 to
3D connement.
In equation1.12 , we see that the transition probability depends on the
density of states, an important concept in discussions of electronic transitions.
The density of states of a system represent the number of states at each energy
interval 4E that are available to be occupied. Of note, in 2D the density of
states is constant and the consequences will be further explored in Chapter 2
and 3.
1.2.4.1. Electronic Structure in 0D. In quantum dots (0D), quantum con-
nement arises when electrons and holes within a material are spatially con-
ned such that their distance is less than the Bohr radius, the approximate
distance between an electron and the nucleus of the atoms. As a result, a
product of an envelope function and the Bloch function can be utilized to
characterize electrons' wavefunctions. The envelope function arises from a
particle-in-the box solution to Schrodinger's Equation and accounts for the
spatial connement (Figure1.10). The resulting dispersion relation is as shown
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Figure 1.3. (a) Graphene honeycomb with unit cell (b) band
structure of graphene showing Dirac cones at K points. Repro-
duced from [2]
in Equation1.16. For lower energy levels the resulting envelope wavefunctions
are similar to those of hydrogen, and thus quantum dots are also referred to as
articial atoms. From Equation1.16 we can observe two main consequences of
quantum connement in quantum dots: i) the energy increases with decreasing
nanocrystal size (R) and ii) discrete energy levels arise(n). Consequently, the
density of states is also discrete (discussed below). Additionally, as a result
of quantum connement, the electron and hole wavefunction are conned and
forced to overlap leading to a stronger probability of absorption and emission
of photons.












1.2.4.2. Electronic Structure in 1D. In carbon nanotubes (1D) quantiza-
tion occurs as a result of the periodicity of the boundary conditions along the
circumference of the tube. Carbon nanotubes can be seen as a rolled up sheet
of graphene, such that the edges are continuous. This leads to quantization
along the axis that can be modeled as 1D cuts along the graphene sheet. This
treatment can be extended to the band structure: where the carbon nanotube
band structure is modeled by taking 1D cuts of graphene's band structure.
Thus the chirality, the angle at which the graphene sheet is rolled, determines
the electronic properties of the carbon nanotubes; most notably, whether a
carbon nanotube is metallic or semiconducting.
1.2.4.3. Electronic Structure in 2D. Graphene, a 2D planar honeycomb lat-
tice of carbon atoms, also demonstrates incredible properties as a consequence
of quantum connement. In graphene, sp2 hybridized carbon atoms arrange in
a hexagonal planar lattice that consists of 2 trigonal sublattices. In-plane 2s,
2px and 2py orbitals hybridize to form strong covalent σv bonds. The pz orbitals,
which are out of plane and weakly interactive, contribute to the remarkable
electronic structure of graphene. The electronic band structure arises from the
9
Figure 1.4. Periodic Table highlighting Transition Metals and
Chalcogens . Reproduced from [3]
tight binding approximation, which treats electrons as tightly bound to their
respective atoms with little interaction and overlap with neighboring atoms. In
monolayer graphene, the resulting pz wavefunction is described by Bloch func-
tions arising from atoms at the A and B sites of the trigonal sublattices
and only nearest neighbor interactions are accounted for. At the corners of the
Brillouin Zone, the K points, E=0, and the density of states is also equal to 0
(discussed more in the next section), and there is no bandgap. Additionally,
around the K points, known as Dirac points, the energy dispersion is linear,
and can be represented as E=èνf|k|. We note, there is no mass dependence
in this equation, and as is typical with linearly dispersive bandstructures, the
electrons behave as massless particles, moving at a characteristic speed (νf).
Transition Metal Dichalcogenides are another group of 2D materials that
we will explore in this thesis. TMDCS are of the form MX2 where M refers to
the transition metal and X refers to the chalcogenides (S, Se, Te). The exper-
imental realization of two-dimensional graphene spurred interest in the explo-
ration of other two dimensional materials. Researchers were dually encouraged
by the conrmation of various long predicted incredible physics properties of
graphene as well as motivated by its limitation: a lack of a bandgap. Even
with its incredible electron mobility, as a zero bandgap semiconductor, pris-
tine monolayer graphene is limited in electronics applications as it is dicult
to turn on and o;
Research led to the experimental realization of atomically thin semi-conductors
in Group VI transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCS). Group VI transition
metal dichalcogenides have since become a heavily researched class of atom-
ically thin semi-conductors. These Group VI TMDCS are of the form MX2
where M refers to the transition metal found in group VI of the periodic table
(Mo or W) and X refers to the chalcogens (S, Se, Te). The rst of the Group VI
TMDCs to be characterized was Molybdenum Disulde (MoS2) and it remains
the most researched to date. We utilize MoS2 as a case study to understand
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Figure 1.5. Schematic of MX2. Reproduced from [4].
the general features of Group VI TMDCs. Like graphite, individual layers of
TMDCs are bonded by weak interlayer van der Waals forces that make it pos-
sible to separate them layer by layer through mechanical exfoliation. Figure 2
shows a schematic of an MX2. We note that the metal atom (M) is sandwiched
between chalcogens (X) atoms above and below. As such, the dichalcogenides
atoms govern interlayer interactions, as we will discuss shortly. Several crystal
polytypes are possible: 2H, 3R, and 1T. Here 1, 2, 3 refers to the number of
layers per repeat unit and H, R and T refer to hexagonal, rhombohedral and
tetragonal symmetry respectively. Metal atoms in crystals with hexagonal and
rhombohedral symmetry have trigonal prismatic coordination and those with
tetragonal symmetry have octahedral coordination. The 2H crystal is the most
thermodynamically stable and prevalent crystal structure in TMDCs.
The d orbitals of Molybdenum and p orbitals of sulfur dominate the band
structure of MoS2. Molybdenum dz2 orbitals are the main contributors to the
K point conduction band states. Molybdenum dx2-y2 and dxy orbitals hybridize
and are the main contributors to the K+ point valence band states. The split-
ting of the valence band at the K point to K+ and K_ is due to the strong
spin orbit coupling of the d orbitals. The states at the Γ point are dominated
by the antibonding sulfur pz orbitals and also molybdenum dz2 and s orbitals
[28]. Figure 3 shows the band structure of bulk and monolayer MoS2. In the
bulk form (which we refer to here as > 1 layer thick) the indirect band gap
transition at Γ is the smallest gap and thus the dominant transition. As layer
thicknesses decreases there is increased quantum connement in the z direc-
tion. Molybdenum atomic orbitals, which are sandwiched by sulfur atoms,
are largely unaected. Consequently the transitions at the K point are mini-
mally aected with layer thickness. However, the pz orbitals of sulfur interact
strongly with the pz orbitals of other layers. As layer thickness decreases, the
interaction of the pz orbitals leads to a larger transition at the Γ point. In the
monolayer, the direct band gap transition at K is the smallest gap and thus
the dominant transition. As such, MoS2 and analogous Group VI TMDCs
experience a direct-indirect bandgap transition from the monolayer to multi-
layer [17, 5]. Indirect transitions are phonon assisted. TMDC monolayers also
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Figure 1.6. Bandgap of MoS2: Indirect transition for few layer
(a-c). Direct bandgap transition at the K point for monolayer
(d). Reproduced from [5]
Figure 1.7. Spin orbit coupling and valley selectivity in mono-
layer TMDCs a) Valley dependent spin states with valence band
splitting due to spin orbit coupling (Reproduced from [6]) b) Op-
tical spectra demonstrating A and B exciton from valence band
splitting (Reproduced from [7]).
possess strong excitonic features with extraordinary binding energies on the
order of a few 100 meVs[29, 30, 31, 32] (discussed in Section 2.4.4). The excited
state of the excitonic features deviate from the typical hydrogenic model due to
unique dielectric screening eects in TMDC monolayers: the electric eld be-
tween the electron-hole pair extends far beyond the plane of the material, thus
screening is non uniform. As such the observed energy spacings and orbitals
involved are dierent [31], with these materials following a non-hydrogenic Ry-
dberg series however where excited states are 1s 2s 3s 4s et shown in Figure
1.8 .
The crystal structure of MoS2 has additional interesting consequences: in-
version symmetry is explicitly broken in monolayer and odd numbered layers
of MoS2. The breaking of inversion symmetry leads to valley dependent optical
selection rules in these Group VI TMDCs. Namely, electrons can be selectively
excited from either K or K' valley by right and left circularly polarized light
respectively. This gives rise to potential applications in valleytronics where
valley indices can be used for encoding information in electronic devices. Ad-
ditionally spin orbit coupling leads to splitting of the valence band into A and
B excitons (as labeled in Figure 1.7 a and b).
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1.2.4.4. Excitonic eects in nanomaterials. Excitonic features are another
quantum connement consequence of atomically thin materials. As discussed
previously, typically when a photon is absorbed an electron is excited from the
ground state leaving behind a hole. In atomically thin materials, there is re-
duced dielectric screening between electrons in the conduction band minimum
and the holes in the valence band maximum. As a result, the Coulomb attrac-
tion between electrons and holes is able to overcome dielectric screening, lead-
ing to a strongly bound electron-hole pair known as an exciton. The exciton
is often modeled as a hydrogenic atom, with single electron and proton, with
the hole being analogous to the proton. As such the exciton occupies discrete
energy states, which are distinguishable in absorption and photoluminescent
spectra. Due to the exciton binding energy ( Eb) the exciton luminesces below
the electronic bandgap (Eg) at the optical bandgap with energy Eo = Eg- Eb
as shown in Figure 1.8. Other excitonic features are possible, including trions,
which are three body species consisting of a neutral exciton and an additional
electron (hole) leading to a negatively (positively) charged exciton. The trion's
binding energy is the dierence of the exciton and trion peak.
Figure 1.8. Exciton and Trion states. Photoluminescence
leads to the creation of an electron and hole. The electron and
hole may recombine at the band edge. Alternatively in low di-
mensional materials, the electron and hole can form a bound
state, much like a hydrogen atom, known as an exciton. Excitons
may also bind to a an additional electron or hole to form a trion,
a charged exciton. The highlighted panel shows energy band gap
(Eg). Excitons bind with energy Eb, and occupy an energy state
Ex . When they relax back to the ground state photon emitted
is of energy Eo, the dierence between Eg and Eb. Excitons
can also occupy higher excited states. These are discrete states.
The transitions shown represent a TMDC monolayer. TMDCs
are known to have nonhydrogenic Rydberg Energy series.
While the intrinsic lineshape of an exciton can be expected to be Lorentzian,
the shape of the trion is asymmetric. Excitons can only radiatively decay when
their momentum is less than the momentum of light pc. Thus they relax non-
radiatively to that narrow optical window to then radiatively decay as shown
in Figure 1.9. When a trion recombines it ejects its extra electron (hole). This
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electron's recoil energy carries the trion's momentum away. As such trions
with a wider range of starting momenta can radiatively decay. Further these
trions with dierent momentum will also decay at a dierent rate, thus broad-
ening the spectra. The resulting lineshape is a Lorentzian convolved with an
exponential.
Figure 1.9. Lineshape of exciton and trion states. The dier-
ence in the lineshape of the exciton and trion state is in part
due the electron recoil eect that allows the trion to decay from
a wider range of starting momenta. Reproduced from [8]
1.2.4.5. Defects and Excitons. Excitons can additionally interact with de-
fect states in the crystal lattice. Defects in crystals can arise from atomic
vacancies in the lattice, substitutional atoms, dislocations and grain bound-
aries, and dangling bonds at edges. Defects in crystals create sub-bandgap
energy levels that act as eective traps of excitons. Excitons caught in these
defects are known as localized excitons. Further background is provided in
Chapter 4.
1.2.5. Optical signatures in nanomaterials. Figure 1.10 shows a typ-
ical absorption and emission spectrum for quantum dots. Several absorption
peaks are present due to the excitonic states that arise in these low dimensional
quantum states. In photoluminescence, as is also observed in 2D materials such
as monolayer TMDCS, excited excitons thermalize down the to the lowest en-
ergy state before emitting a photon. In the case of 2D materials other PL
features may arise from valley splitting and formation of trion states.
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Figure 1.10. Spectroscopic characterization of excitonic fea-
tures in nanocrystals (a) Absorption spectra (red) and Photolu-
minescence emission (blue) for quantum conned nanocrystals.
The lowest excitonic energy levels are discernible in the absorp-
tion spectra due to their discrete energy levels.
1.3. Experimental Techniques
1.3.1. Raman Spectroscopy. In this work we utilize Raman spectroscopy
to identify the morphology of our materials: probing the layer thickness in our
2D materials in Chapter 2, 4 and 5 and characterizing Carbon-Carbon and
Carbon-Oxide bonds in our Graphene Oxide-CNT heterostructures in Chapter
3. Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to identify the vibrational signatures
of materials. Raman spectroscopy provides a measure of the scattering of in-
cident light with the lattice vibrations (phonon) in the system. We provide a
brief mathematical explanation to better elucidate this phenomena. We look
at the simple case of a molecule to provide general insight. In a molecule, the
displacement between two atoms can be expressed in terms of Hooke's Law
as the force due to the acceleration of the atoms related to their displacement
as Equation 1.17 . Where m1 and m2 are the masses of the atoms, x1 and x2











= −K(x1 + x2)
Simplifying Equation 1.17 in terms of the total displacement, q (Equation
1.18) , we obtain a harmonic relation for q and the fundamental frequency of
the molecule vm (Equation 1.19).














As previously discussed when light interacts with a material it induces a
dipole moment due to its electric eld E. This dipole moment D is a function of
the polarizability of the material α (Equation 1.20), which is in turn a function
of q. The polarizability can be expanded in terms of q (Equation 1.21) .
(1.20) D = αEo cos(2πνot)




As such the dipole moment D expands to Equation 1.22 and by trigono-
metric identities simplies to EQY .




D = αoEo cos(2πνot) + Eoqo(
dα
dt
)q=0 [cos(2π(νo − υm)t) + cos(2π(νo + υm)t)]
The rst term is Rayleigh Scattering and shows a elastic scattering as
shown in Figure 1.11 . The second and third term are anti-Stokes and Stokes
Raman Scattering (inelastic). Here there is a Raman shift of vo ± vm. This
expressed as an excitation of the molecule to a virtual transition state that
occurs at an ultra-fast time scale. For molecules in their ground vibrational
state (Eo), the incident photon can cause scattering that results in relaxation to
a vibrationally excited state (Eo + vm), for molecules in an excited vibrational
state (Eo + vm)), the incident photon may cause scattering that results in
relaxation to the ground state(Eo). The energies of the scattered photons will
be respectively hvo − hvm for Stokes and hvo + hvm Anti-Stokes scattering.
This energy shift can be detected using Raman spectroscopy.
We utilize a Renishaw commercial setup for Raman spectroscopy. In this
conguration a laser (532 nm) excites the sample and the back scattering
light is collected. The laser light is ltered out and dispersed with a 1800
grooves/mm or 2400 grooves/mm grating and recorded via a charge coupled
detector (CCD) which records light intensity spectrally. With Raman spec-




in units of cm -1
where λinc is the wavelength of incident light and λscat is the wavelength of the
scattered light. Raman signatures of graphene [33], carbon nanotubes [34] and
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Figure 1.11. Elastic and Inelastic Scattering in Materials
Figure 1.12. Photoluminescence Spectroscopy setup
TMDCs [35, 36] have been modeled and experimentally determined and serve
as our reference in characterizing our samples. At times certain signatures
might be dicult to distinguish in samples. Here we combine photolumines-
cence spectra of the sample and comparison to Raman spectra of optically
thicker pieces to conrm our characterization.
1.3.2. Photoluminescence Spectroscopy. Photoluminescence spectroscopy
forms the bedrock of much of the analysis in our work. Background on pho-
toluminescence phenomena was provided in the previous section. Here were
briey summarize the consequences and discuss our typical setup (Figure1.12).
Incident laser light, at an energy > to the electronic band gap of the mate-
rial excites electrons to higher electronic states. In low dimensional materials
excitons, bound electron-hole pairs, form. Excited species relax back to the
ground state, leading to emit photon emission. This emission can be investi-
gated using photoluminescence spectroscopy. We typically utilize a continuous
wave laser to excite the sample. The laser light is ltered out and the signal is
collected by a detector, typically a Si Charge Coupled Detector (CCD) or In-
GaAs detector (for near infra-red emission). Additional lters might be added
to spectrally isolate features of interest. Photoluminescence occurs on a longer
timescale than Raman spectroscopy and in many materials can time-resolved
as discussed below.
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Figure 1.13. TCSPC setup
1.3.3. Time Correlated Single Photon Counting. Time Correlated
Single Photon Counting is a powerful analysis tool. It utilizes photon popula-
tion statistics to build the single photon time decay prole. A typical setup is
shown in Figure 1.13. A pulsed laser is used at suciently low power to excite
at most one photon per pulse. This excitation sends a trigger through the pho-
todetector (avalanche photon detector, APD) to specialized electronics. These
electronics provide time-tagging measurements which start/stop time record-
ing based on triggers from the laser excitation/emission signal respectively.
These times are recorded over many cycles to account for the probabilistic
nature of spontaneous emission. The recorded times are then organized in
time bins to form a histogram. The resulting histogram typically follows an
exponential decay, as expected from Equation 1.15. The statistically expected
lifetime is then calculated from the exponential t. Response time of mosts
avalanche photon detectors is limited to picoseconds, thus alternate methods,
such as other ultra-fast time resolved approaches such as pump-probe tran-




Energy Transfer between Graphene and Quantum Dots
In this chapter we discuss the near-eld interactions between graphene and
quantum dots. Specically, we demonstrate an eective probe of non-radiative
energy transfer from single n-butyl amine-bound, chloride-terminated quan-
tum dots to monolayer graphene through time resolved photoluminescence life-
time measurements. The radiative biexponential lifetime kinetics and blinking
statistics of the individual surface-modied quantum dot elucidate the non-
radiative decay channels. Blinking modication as well as a 4Ö reduction in
spontaneous emission were observed with the short chloride and n-butylamine
ligands. The work presented in this chapter has been concluded and published
as ref. [27].
2.1. Introduction
The hybrid quantum dot and graphene system is a useful platform for optoelec-
tronic applications, such as biosensors, plasmonic devices and energy harvest-
ing. In this system quantum dots, which are strong light absorbers/emitters
complement graphene, a broadband transparent material with a monolayer
absorption of 2.3%[37] and high electron mobility[16]. Near eld interactions
create strong electronic coupling between these materials. A dominant near
eld phenomena is non-radiative energy transfer. In this process energy is
transferred from a uorescent emitter (donor) to an absorber (acceptor) by
dipole-dipole coupling. The dipole-dipole coupling arises when an electron in
a uorophore (donor) is excited from the ground state, creating a dipole mo-
ment. In the classical picture the excited electron oscillates (at frequency νE)
as a harmonic oscillator, creating an electric eld. This oscillating electric eld
induces oscillation in an electron of the acceptor (at frequency νA) when νE =
νA, leading to an acceptor dipole. From the acceptor perspective the created
electromagnetic eld of the dipole is practically indistinguishable of that of
a photon and can be seen as a virtual photon. The acceptor absorbs this
virtual photon. This excitation of the acceptor electron is simultaneous with
the relaxation of the donor electron back to the ground state, and constitutes
the nonradiative energy transfer process (Figure 2.1). The eciency of the
non-radiative energy transfer depends on 1) the spectral overlap between the
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Figure 2.1. Non-radiative energy transfer in quantum dot 
graphene system (Left) Photon is absorbed by the quantum dot,
leading to excited electron state (exciton is formed). (Right)
Energy transfer occurs to graphene simultaneously as there is
non-radiative recombination for the quantum dot exciton.
donor and acceptor 2) distance between the donor and acceptor 3) the dimen-
sionality of the donor and acceptor 4) the screening of the donor dipole by the
acceptor's electric eld.
For the quantum dot-graphene system, nonradiative energy transfer is ex-
pected to be very ecient compared to other lossy materials due to the 2D con-
nement and gapless nature of graphene[26]. The distance dependence of this
0D 2D system has been shown to follow a d−4 distance scaling [26, 38, 39, 40]at
short distances where electron-hole pair interactions dominate. In this system
electronic excitation energy is transferred from the photoexcited dipole of the
quantum dot (donor) via Coulomb coupling to graphene's pz orbitals (accep-
tor). As with absorption[37], the ne structure constant has been shown to be
central to a universal scaling law of energy transfer in graphene [26], yielding
a simple and powerful relation. We adapt this scaling to yield a calculated











where is ν a dipole orientation constant, ν=1 and ν=2 for parallel and perpen-
dicular dipole orientation respectively, λo is the free-space emission wavelength
of the emitter, E is the permittivity of the bulk medium (glass in this case),
α is the ne structure constant, τo is the radiative lifetime of the emitter in
vacuum and d is the mean distance between the dipole center and the graphene
surface.
Reducing the distance between graphene and the quantum dot can signicantly
increase the energy transfer rate. Quantum dots are passivated with ligands,
which increase the eective distance between dots and neighboring materials.
Thus one mechanism to increase the energy transfer rate is to shorten the
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length of the ligands. Advances in ligand exchange techniques have paved the
way for improved surface passivation of quantum dots [41, 42]. In these tech-
niques, long insulating organic ligands are replaced by short inorganic ligands.
Recently, anionic halide ligands have been used to replace carboxylate ligands
that balance the charge of the metal-rich nanoparticle surfaces, thus achieving
charge-neutral nonstoichiometric particles without long chain organic surfac-
tants [43]. These short compact halide ligands have been shown to eectively
passivate mid-gap trap states in quantum dot lms thus improving the open
circuit voltage, leading to record power conversion eciencies (8%) [44]. Ad-
ditionally, these short halide ligands are favorable for studies of the rich eld
of distant-dependent near eld interactions.
2.2. Sample Preparation and Characterization
Chloride-terminated quantum dots were synthesized by cleaving the native
long carboxylate ligands on core-only 3.3 nm CdSe quantum dots as detailed
by our collaborators in ref.[43]. The resulting quantum dots are passivated
with chlorine ligands which balance the charge of the metal rich core and n-
butylamine ligands (0.6 nm in length), which maintain the solubility of the
quantum dots. The short distance (~ 2.3 nm) from the n-butylamine bound
quantum dot center to graphene facilitates greater dipole energy transfer com-
pared to ~ 4.5 nm from conventional oleic-acid capped quantum dots of the
same core diameter. Centimeter-scale graphene single layers were prepared by
chemical vapor deposition on 25 μm thick copper foils using established meth-
ods. The quantum dots were spin-cast within a glove box onto graphene-clad
substrates to assure adequate isolation between quantum dots. UV-Visible
absorption data of the quantum dots was recorded using a spectrophotometer
(Perkin-Elmer Lambda 650) to conrm the quality of the synthesized quantum
dots, by the distinct excitonic absorption peaks. The emission peak of these
dots is 573 nm, well within the broadband absorption spectra of graphene.
Graphene was characterized by Raman spectroscopy. The Raman peaks of
the monolayer graphene were measured using a Renishaw Raman Microscope
(100X air objective, .94 NA) at 532 nm with an 1800 l/mm grating. Raman
spectra taken across the graphene showed uniformity as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2. Spectroscopic characterization of the chloride-
terminated quantum dots and graphene. (a) Absorption spectra
(red) and Photoluminescence emission (blue) for the chloride-
terminated quantum dots, with peak intensity at 573 nm and
rst excitonic transition at 558 nm. (b) Raman spectra of CVD
graphene on glass, for four dierent spatial positions superim-
posed.
2.3. Experimental Methods
We probe the near eld interactions between chloride-terminated quantum
dots and graphene by measuring the temporally resolved uorescence of the
quantum dots on graphene-clad glass substrates and bare glass substrates. The
comparative quenching of the uorescence on graphene provides a measure of
the non-radiative decay rate as will be discussed. As mentioned, quantum
dots were spun cast to ensure spatial isolation of individual quantum dots.
Photon collection at the individual quantum dot level allows us to gain in-
sight into the exciton radiative and non-radiative relaxation rates which can
be masked by ensemble inhomogeneous broadening. Prior work on energy
transfer of core-shell quantum dots to graphene utilized steady state photo-
luminescent quenching to indirectly estimate the rate of energy transfer ket
[39]. In our work, we obtained ket directly by using time resolved uorescence






where τobs is the radiative lifetime of the dipole on glass and τ
′
obs
is the radiative lifetime on graphene. As discussed in Chapter 1, the radiative
lifetime is the characteristic time for an excited electron to relax back to its
ground state, and is a function of the transition matrix between the initial and
nal states and the nal density of states. Single quantum dot spectroscopy
measurements were taken under a purged nitrogen environment using a piezo-
controlled scanning stage (Physik Instrumente, Germany) confocal inverted
uorescence microscope (Olympus IX81) powered by a solid-state diode laser
system (PicoQuant LDH440) as shown in Figure 2.3. A pulsed laser was used
for ease of Time Correlated Single Photon Counting Measurements, at low
power (2 μW) to reduce any potential photodegradation. A 100x oil objective
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Figure 2.3. 90 ps pulsed excitation centered at 440 nm with
a 10 MHz repetition rate at 2 μW averaged intensities were de-
livered to the samples. Fluorescence was collected through a
high-power 100Ö oil objective lens (1.4 NA). The PL signal was
then ltered by a 532 nm dichroic mirror, a 532 nm long pass
lter and a 50 μm pinhole prior to counting with a single photon
counting avalanche photodiode.
lens was used to ensure sucient spatial resolution to capture emission from
single quantum dots. Photoluminescence intensity and lifetime information
were extracted from the avalanche photodiode (APD, MPD PicoQuant) signal
using a time-analyzer (PicoHarp 300, PicoQaunt).
2.4. Discussion
Figure 2.4 compares the photoluminescence of individual chloride-terminated
quantum dots on graphene-clad glass and bare glass substrates, both pumped
at 2 µW averaged power with 90 ps pulses at 440 nm. On bare glass, single
quantum dots were more easily discernible with ~170 counts per millisecond,
while on graphene, the photon counts from the single quantum dots are lower,
~100 counts per millisecond. As shown by the circled points of interest in
Figure 2.4 individual quantum dots were selected for lifetime measurements.
Figure 2.4. Single chloride-terminated quantum dot photo-
luminescence spectroscopy a, Single chloride-terminated quan-
tum dot on glass, pump excitation 2 µW b, Single chloride-
terminated quantum dot on graphene, pump excitation 2 µW.
The single quantum dot photon counts are higher on glass (~
170 counts per millisecond) versus on graphene (~ 100 counts
per millisecond). Scale bar: 500 nm.
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Figure 2.5. Blinking statistics of single chloride-terminated
quantum dot on glass and graphene. Intensity in counts/ms (a)
Representative intensity time trace of quantum dot on glass. (b)
O-time probability distribution (1/s) on glass moff= 1.7. (c)
On-time probability distribution on glass τon = 1.28, mon = 0.5.
(d) and (e) Intensity time traces of quantum dot on graphene.
(f) O-time probability distribution on graphene moff = 1.4.
g, On-time probability distribution on graphene τon = 0.48 and
mon = 2.3.
2.4.1 Conrming Isolated Quantum dots with Intermittent Fluo-
rescence Power Laws. Individual quantum dots are known to exhibit blink-
ing behavior [45] [46]with distinct on and o photoluminescence intensity
states that can be characterized by probability distributions of their on-times
P (ton) and o-times P (toff ). The probability distributions are modeled as
power laws[47], with the o-times described by P (toff )=At
−moff
off and the on-




2.5 shows representative photoluminescence intensity traces of the individual
chloride-terminated quantum dots on comparative graphene and glass sub-
strates, with a Δt = 10 ms binning window.
We conrm the presence of individual quantum dots using power law sta-
tistics. The characteristic exponents for the o- and on-time distributions are
extracted using a log-log least squares tting method. For the o-time dis-
tribution, moff is found from the linear least-squares tting of log [P (toff )]
versus log [toff ] and for the on-time distribution, ton (saturation time) and
mon are found from the least squares tting to log [P (ton)] versus log [ton].
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Our results in Figure 2.5b and 2.5c show that the character of these individual
chloride surface-modied quantum dots (on glass) are in rough agreement with
the τon/τoff exponents of conventional spherical quantum dots at this binning
time[48]. We also observe a smaller τon , which is expected because τon de-
creases with the square of the applied power [49] here we utilize a stronger
pump power (2 µW ) due to the low quantum yield (~3%) of these modied
quantum dots at nanomolar concentration of amine. The chloride-terminated
quantum dots on chemical-vapor-deposited (CVD) graphene demonstrated dif-
ferent blinking statistics as compared to glass as shown in Figure 2.5f &
g. Characteristic blinking is not observed on CVD graphene as is evident




(−ton/τon) and o P (toff )=At
−moff
off times. Instead, varied uc-
tuations in intensity are observed in our measurements, as shown in Figure
2.5d and 2.5e. The causes of the uctuations are not completely understood,
but we believe that the surface states of the chloride-terminated quantum dots
play a role in varied uctuations.
2.4.2 Radiative Lifetime Quenching as Metric for Energy Transfer
Rate. To rigorously quantify the energy transfer and quenching (especially in
the presence of blinking), we examined the radiative lifetime of the individual
surface-modied quantum dots on graphene (τ ′obs) and on glass (τobs). The
quenching (energy transfer rate) is of the form of Fermi's Golden Rule, where
de-excitation of the photoexcited quantum dot and subsequent electronic ex-
citation of graphene is driven by Coulomb dipole interactions of the quantum
dot and graphene.
As shown in Figure 2.6, a biexponential lifetime decay was observed for
individual chloride-terminated quantum dots on both glass and graphene. The
biexponential lifetime decay of these individual quantum dots on glass can be
attributed to ne splitting of the optical transitions in CdSe quantum dot due
to stochastic ground state dipole moments. These dipole moments arise from
imperfect surface passivation [50]. With these chlorine-terminated quantum
dots, imperfect surface passivation is in part due to the tendency of the amine
ligands to dissociate from the quantum dot surface at low ligand concentration
in solution[43] and also to their slow evaporation from the quantum dot surface
when the quantum dots are deposited on the substrate. The fast lifetime
component (τ1) of the lifetime decay is attributed to recombination of the
populated core-state (surface states) while the slow lifetime component (τ2) is
attributed to exciton recombination [51].
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Figure 2.6. Time-resolved lifetime measurements of single
chloride-terminated quantum dot on glass (blue) and graphene
(red). (a) Representative lifetime traces of single chlorine-
terminated quantum dot on glass and graphene. (b) representa-
tive lifetime traces of single oleic-capped quantum dots on glass
and graphene.
On graphene, both τ1 and τ2 components of the biexponential lifetime are
shortened, as summarized in Figure 2.7. This enhanced lifetime quenching is
indicative of energy transfer of the excitons into graphene that is competitive
with the present relaxation pathways: surface trap and exciton recombina-
tion [51]. The reduction of quantum dot blinking on graphene further con-
rms that the energy transfer rate exceeds that of the competing pathway of
photo-induced electron trapping rate of the blinking state [39],[52]. With an






) we observed an average lifetime τof 13.2 ns (σv: 7.2 ns) on
glass and 3.2 ns (σv: 2.2 ns) on graphene. This represents a 4Ö reduction in
the spontaneous emission lifetime. We note that the average τ1 on glass and
graphene are 2.03 ns (σv: 0.50 ns) and 1.42 ns (σv: 0.28 ns) respectively. The av-
erage τ2 on glass and graphene are 30.49 ns (σv: 6.37 ns) and 25.31 ns (σv: 11.46





, with the amplitude-weighted
lifetime, we obtain an experimentally observed resonant energy transfer rate
of 2.4 Ö108 s-1. This yields an energy transfer eciency (η = 1− τ/τo) of 76%.
For direct comparison, we also investigated the energy transfer between
similarly sized CdSSe/ZnS quantum dots (emission 578 nm) onto graphene
as shown in Figure 2.6b. We expect the longer length of the oleic acid lig-
ands terminating the quantum dots to reduce energy transfer. We observe a
2.5Ö reduction in the spontaneous emission lifetime of these oleic acid capped
quantum dots (average lifetime on glass: 13.87 ns, σv: 10.79 ns and average
lifetime on graphene: 5.46 ns, σv: 2.6 ns), corresponding to an energy trans-
fer rate of 1.11 Ö 108 s-1. A biexponential decay is also observed with the
oleate-terminated quantum dots. Here the average τ1 on glass and graphene
are 6.14 ns (σv: 5.75 ns) and 3.11 ns (σv: 0.92 ns) respectively. The average
τ2 on glass and graphene are 33.01 ns (σv: 6.13 ns) and 31.76 ns (σv: 8.77
ns) respectively. We note that the calculated rate of energy transfer (2.4Ö
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Figure 2.7. Distribution of lifetime components t to Gamma
distribution (c) Distribution of weighted lifetime on glass and
graphene (chlorine-terminated quantum dots). (d) Distribution
of long lifetime component (τ2) on glass and graphene (chlorine-
terminated quantum dots). (e) Distribution of short lifetime
component (τ1) on glass and graphene (chlorine-terminated
quantum dots).
108 s-1) from chloride-terminated quantum dots onto graphene is on par with
dipole-dipole transfer in quantum dot assemblies[53] and quantum dots on
graphene-derived surfaces [54], [55] albeit lower than intensity-derived energy
transfer measurements of well-passivated core-shell quantum dots on graphene
and recent molecule-graphene studies [39]. The theoretical resonant energy
transfer rate is 4.0 Ö 1010 s-1 for the parallel dipole orientation (k||) and 8.1
Ö 1010 s-1 for the perpendicular dipole orientation (k⊥), yielding a dipole-
averaged [k = (2/3)k|| + (1/3)k⊥] Förster energy transfer rate (1/τo) of 5.4 Ö
1010 s-1. Considering the additional distance added from the presence of resid-
ual poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA: ~ 1 nm thickness), on the graphene
surface, the theoretical resonant energy is adjusted to 1.28 Ö 1010 s-1. The
energy transfer eciency can be improved with thorough removal of any resid-
ual lms such as the PMMA lm on graphene, reduction of impurities at the
substrate-graphene interface through a dry transfer technique[56], removal of
the remaining alklyamines groups on the modied quantum dot surface, and
further passivation of the chloride-surface modied quantum dots.
2.5. Conclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated signicant near-eld coupling be-
tween isolated surface-treated quantum dots and larger-area monolayer CVD
graphene. This study shows that considerable energy transfer rates (2.37
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Ö 108s-1) and energy transfer eciencies (76%) are possible with chloride-
terminated CdSe quantum dots. Halide ligands are attractive for energy trans-
fer applications because of their short length, however a trade-o exists be-
tween ecient coulomb coupling and surface stability. The high theoretical
energy transfer rate greatly motivates further studies to optimize the ligand
length towards improved energy transfer performance. Following these studies,
numerous research areas are ripe for exploration with this system.
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CHAPTER 3
Supercapicatance in Graphene Oxide and Carbon
Nanotube Composites
In this chapter we discuss a scalable one-step electrode fabrication ap-
proach for synthesizing composite carbon-based supercapacitors with syner-
gistic outcomes. Multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) were successfully
integrated into modied electrophoretic deposition (mEPD) process to directly
form composite MWCNT-GO electrochemical capacitor electrodes (where GO
is graphene oxide) with superior performance to solely graphene oxide (GO)
electrodes. The measured capacitance improved threefold, reaching a maxi-
mum specic capacitance of 231 F/g. Upon thermal reduction, MWCNT-GO
electrode sheet resistance decreased by a factor of 8, signicantly greater than
the 2Ö decrease of those without MWCNT. The work presented in this chapter
has been concluded and published as ref.
3.1 Introduction
Electrochemical capacitors, also known as supercapacitors or ultracapaci-
tors, are at the forefront of promising energy storage systems due to their high
specic capacitance, high specic power, energy density and long life cycles as
well as low material cost and toxicity [57], [58, 59]. Although some have been
found to perform with power densities several thousands of times higher than
those of lithium ion batteries [60], they are limited by their comparatively low
energy densities of approximately 2.6 to 15 times smaller than that of batter-
ies [61]. Electrochemical capacitors that could achieve both high power and
energy density are imperative for a wide range of applications from renewable
energy to portable electronics.
Energy storage in electrochemical capacitors occurs through two types of
capacitive mechanisms: electric double layer capacitance or fast and reversible
Faradic redox reactions, known as pseudocapacitance. In electrical double
layer (EDL) capacitance, charge is stored electrostatically at the electrode-
electrolyte interface through reversible ion adsorption-desorption. With large
surface area interfaces, the electrostatic charge mechanism facilitates rapid
charge/discharge rate capability, higher power density and high reversibility
that lends to a potentially limitless cycle life [57].
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Due to the surface-specic nature of the charging mechanism, high surface-
area electrode materials are crucial to achieve a high EDL capacitance. Re-
duced graphene oxide (rGO) has emerged as an attractive EDL electrochemical
capacitor material due to the superior mechanical and electronic properties of
graphene, including its high specic surface area (2630 m2·g-1) [62], high ther-
mal and electrical in-plane conductivity [63, 64]. Although graphene promises
a high theoretical EDL capacitance (550 F·g-1) its utilization in commercial
applications depends on research breakthroughs to overcome its typically high-
cost of fabrication and various performance challenges [65].
Although graphene synthesis methods such as mechanical exfoliation and
chemical vapor deposition have been shown to produce high quality graphene,
they suer from low yield and high cost, respectively. Chemical reduction of
graphene oxide has emerged as an alternate method for inexpensive and scal-
able mass production of graphene-like lms. In this process graphite is oxidized
via a modied Hummers method where the oxygen-based surface functionaliza-
tion weakens inter-layer bonds, leading to monolayer (or few layer) exfoliation
of graphite producing graphene oxide. It is then reduced to remove func-
tional groups, restore sp2 bonding, and has been shown to exhibit properties
approaching pristine graphene [66, 67, 68].
Several studies have investigated the performance of rGO electrochemical
capacitor electrodes demonstrating specic capacitances of 117 F·g-1 in aque-
ous H2SO4[69], 135 F·g-1 in aqueous KOH electrolyte and 99 F·g-1 in organic
electrolyte [70]. Later, 205 F·g-1 was achieved in KOH aqueous solution [59].
Capacitances as high as 243.7 F·g-1[71] and 265 F·g-1 [65] have been reached
for in-plane parallel graphene sheets and laser-induced graphite oxide reduc-
tion, respectively. Interlayer van der Waals interactions are thought to reduce
the accessible surface area through restacking of graphene sheets, which re-
duces the double layer area resulting in a less than ideal performance [72] . To
enhance the surface area accessibility of chemically modied graphene sheets,
several approaches have been proposed to prevent aggregation of sheets in-
cluding multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) as one-dimensional spacers
between the graphene sheets [73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. They are further believed to
be a suitable complementary material in rGO electrochemical capacitors due
to their high electrical conductivity (104 S/m) and high surface area. Hybrid
rGO-MWCNT composite electrochemical capacitors have achieved a specic
capacitance as high as 326.5 F·g-1[75].
Several fabrication methods for rGO-MWCNT electrochemical capacitor
electrodes have been employed including layer-by-layer deposition [73, 78],
other solution-based deposition methods (i.e dip coating, spray coating, spin-
casting) or membrane vacuum ltration [79, 80, 81]; however, they can be
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time-consuming or lack the capability for controlled deposition or scalability.
Electrophoretic deposition (EPD) is an alternative method that may be used
to obtain binder-free carbon nanotube-graphene composite electrochemical ca-
pacitor electrodes. EPD provides an economical means of achieving controlled
uniform deposition at high rates. This method has been shown to provide ad-
ditional reduction of graphene oxide during deposition [82, 83] and to reduce
the equivalent series resistance in carbon nanotubes electrodes [84, 85]. In this
study we capitalize on these benets and investigate the resulting capacitive
properties of hybrid CNT-MWCNT electrochemical capacitors fabricated by
electrophoretic deposition.
3.2 Sample Preparation
3.2.1 Material Synthesis. All chemicals and substances used were pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich. Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized from syn-
thetic graphite (< 20 µm akes) via a previously reported modied Hummers'
method with additional KMnO4[86]. MWCNT were prepared by reuxing
1 gram multi-walled MWCNTs, 1.875 mL nitric acid and 5.625 mL sulfu-
ric acid for 30 min at 130 °C [87]. The MWCNTs were separated from the
solution by centrifuging and decanting the top solution. They were further
washed repeatedly with DI water, dried and weighed before being transferred
to dimethylformamide (DMF), which has been found to be the best solvent
for high concentration solutions [85].
3.2.2 Electrophoretic Deposition and Reduction. Mixed-solvent so-
lutions containing GO and MWCNTs were prepared in two steps. The rst step
produced a nal GO colloidal solution with concentration of 0.75 mg mL-1 [88].
The solution containing GO and MWCNTs was prepared by adding varying
wt% MWCNTs to the GO-water colloidal solution. mEPD was performed in
accordance to a previous study [88] with a 50V bias at room temperature. Both
electrodes were made of 316 stainless steel plates. The modied EPD method
employed horizontal substrate alignment (with the deposition substrate on the
bottom), which minimized the aects of turbulence from gas bubble formation.
Substrates were mechanically pulled out at 1.4 mm min-1 while still under the
applied voltage. The average thickness of deposited material could be varied
as it is directly proportional to the length of time or voltage during mEPD.
Thermal reduction of the GO and GO-MWCNT electrodes was performed with
a Lindberg/Blue MiniMite tube furnace at 300 °C for 1 hour in air with a slow
ramp-up rate of 3°C min-1.
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3.3 Experimental methods
Electrochemical measurements were performed with a CHI 650B Electro-
chemical Workstation (CH Instruments) in a 3 probe set up. The standard
AG/AgCl electrode and a platinum mesh acted as reference and counter elec-
trodes, respectively. Our liquid cells were manufactured in house with a 5mm
diameter hole in the base, exposing our electrodes to 3M KOH. The electrode
morphology was imaged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi
S-4800). A sample tilt feature was utilized within the SEM stage to per-
form depth measurements. Further characterization was performed with an
inVia Raman microscope (Renishaw) using a 514 nm laser. Fourier Trans-
form Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed using a Nicolet Magna-IR
Spectrometer 550. Sheet resistance of the deposited lms was evaluated using
the Van der Pauw method with a four-point probe. This conguration, which
separates the current and voltage probes, provides a powerful tool for selective
measurement of the sheet resistance without interference of the high contact
resistance in nanoscale devices [89]. Control Van der Pauw four point-probe
measurements were taken of the stainless steel substrate to ensure accurate
measurements of the composite electrodes. Voltage and current were measured
by a Keithley 6514 and Keithley 6220 respectively, controlled by a Labview
program. Probes were carefully inserted on the thin-lm and monitored, as the
resistivity of the underlying stainless steel was orders of magnitude lower than
the thin lm. Each electrode's active material was weighed with a Mettler AE
240 mass balance.
3.4 Discussion
Dierent wt% of MWCNT in EPD solutions gave varying characteristics.
Experimentation revealed that 5wt% produced the best combination of both
specic capacitance and cycling stability over many hundreds of cycles, as
shown in 3.1. With increased MWCNT concentration, a tradeo between
available surface area for conductivity and structural wrinkling of the lms
due to crowding occurs. An optimal state is reached at 5wt%. At higher
wt%, non-uniform lms form, which add mass in the form of inactive material.
Superior lms were approximately 50-60µm thick, which corresponded to 3min
of EPD at 50V.
Adding MWCNT increased the density of charge transport sites, thus mit-
igating the interlayer resistances in rGO. The average sheet resistance mea-
sured on electrodes using the four-point probe is reported in 3.1. The sheet
resistance of electrodes on stainless steel, GO or composite GO-MWCNT, was
measured before and after thermal reduction. Upon reduction the sheet resis-
tance reduced in both GO and GO-MWCNT electrodes. However, the sheet
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Figure 3.1. a) chart of specic capacitance vs weight % of
MWCNT and b) a chart of the decrease in specic capacitance
after 1000 cycles vs weight % of MWCNT. These results show
us that around 5% MWCNT by weight is superior in both per-
formance and lifetime.
Figure 3.2. (a) Networked MWCNT connecting rGO platelets.
(inset) MWCNT network with regions of micron scale gaps al-
low electrolyte ions through. (b) MWCNT reduce aggregation
of RGO sheets. (inset) RGO alone displaying propensity to ag-
gregate due to van der Waals interactions
resistance in the GO-MWCNT electrodes was reduced 8 fold after thermal re-
duction, compared to a 2 fold reduction in the GO electrodes. We attribute
this 4x increased conductivity in reduced GO-MWCNT to the CNTs [90].
Sample As Deposited Reduced
GO 18.7 8.5
GO-MWCNT 18.6 2.3
Table 3.1. Sheet Resistance (Rs) (kΩ/sq)
The SEM images in 3.2 depict an electrode morphology with a high surface
area and improved conduction pathway via a highly connected network, which
aides the conductivity of the rGO-MWCNT composites. With SEM we mea-
sured the average thickness of our deposition to be 273µm, before reduction.
The reduction process decreased the thickness to 58 µm due to the vaporized
solvent and annealing. As seen in 3.2a, the interconnected network of carbon
nanotubes bridge rGO platelets. The MWCNT network provides an electron
conduction pathway throughout the composite. 3.2a also indicates that the
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high porosity in the MWCNT network allowed for electrolyte diusion. 3.2b
inset shows RGO alone. 3.2b shows that the carbon nanotubes also serve
to increase the accessible surface area of rGO, and appear to inhibit planar
re-stacking between rGO sheets, thus overcoming the van der Waals forces be-
tween rGO platelets. This is a signicant observation because the MWCNT in
the composite can be expected to increase the overall charge storage, leading
improved specic capacitance and energy density.
3.3and 3.4 report the Raman and FTIR spectra, respectively, for the rGO,
MWCNT, and rGO-MWCNT electrodes. Raman measurements, as shown in
3.3, provide insight into the morphology of the resulting electrodeposited elec-
trodes. The G peak, arising from in-plane C-C bond stretches, is a powerful
probe into strain eects, occurs at 1598 nm and 1590 nm for the rGO and
MWCNT electrodes respectively. The D peak, a double resonance mode that
provides a measure of structural disorder and defects, occurs at ∼1353 nm.
The D+G peak centered around 2918 nm and 2938 nm for rGO and MWCNT
respectively, also provides a measure into disorder and defects. The G' mode
(known also as the 2D) is also a double resonance mode exhibited in sp2 carbon
materials and occurs at 2580 to 2800 cm-1. As seen in Figure 3.3 MWCNT
demonstrates a sharp 2D peak, centered 2701 cm-1, while the rGO 2D peak
is broadened and centered at 2688 cm-1. Fourier Transform  Infrared Spec-
troscopy (FT  IR) further illustrates the ecacy of the reduction of graphene
oxide (3.4a). Several features are readily discerned from the graphene oxide
spectra: CO (epoxy) at ∼1000 cm-1, OH (phenol) at ∼1220 cm-1 , C=O
(carboxyl) ∼1700 cm-1 . These features are reduced or absent from the reduced
graphene oxide spectra (3.4a). The C=C feature present in GO at 1600 cm-1
persists in rGO, shifted to 1550 cm-1.
Figure 3.3. Raman spectra of rGO, MWCNTs and rGO with
MWCNTs.
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ID/IG ratio I2D/ID+G ratio FWHM2D
rGO 0.93 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.09 157.49 ± 4.6
MWCNT 1.02 ± 0.03 3.59 ± 0.50 103.38 ± 17.81
rGO-MWCNT 1.01 ± 0.4 2.03 ± 1.04 133.31 ± 39.03
Table 3.2. Raman Spectral Features
Hybrid rGO-MWCNT Raman spectroscopy reects the composite nature
of the electrodes. 3.3 shows a well-dened rGO-MWCNT hybrid. 3.2hows
the average values of key Raman spectral features for our rGO, MWCNT
and rGO-MWCNT composites. The D to G intensity ratio (ID/IG) is taken
as a measure of disorder. The D and G peaks, are visually similar in the
Raman spectra of rGO and MWCNT. The peak ratios of D (1360 cm-1) to G
(1560 cm-1) were unaltered during the mEPD process ensuring intactness of
the conductive carbon materials. We use the distinctive 2D and D+G features
of rGO and MWCNT as a probe for the resulting rGO-MWCNT electrode
morphology. The 2D to D+G ratio is higher in MWCNT compared to rGO
due to its sharp 2D peak. Also the rGO 2D peak has a broader full-width-half-
maximum (FWHM). This broadening has been attributed in part to oxygen
groups that are not fully reduced, as the FWHM has been observed to narrow
with increasing thermal reduction time. (39) We include the FWHM of the
2D peak in Table II as an additional direct characterization of the morphology
of the electrodes; As noted, RGO can be distinguished from MWCNT by its
broader 2D peak. The intermediate rGO-MWCNT composite FWHM captures
the presence of both CNTs and RGO.
While visual inspection of the rGO-MWCNT SEM images would sug-
gest a predominance of MWCNTs in the resulting composites, Raman spec-
troscopy reveals that the resulting morphology well incorporates both rGO
and MWCNT, as seen in 3.2. The hybrid values fall within those of rGO
and MWCNT separately. FTIR also demonstrates the composite nature of
the rGO-CNT electrodes as seen in Figure 4b. The characteristic asymmetric
CH2 group peaks at 2840 cm
-1 and 2900 cm-1 in CNT persist in the rGO-CNT
group (shifted up 10 cm-1 and 20 cm-1 respectively). Additionally the C=C
peak is easily discernible at 1560 cm-1 in the rGO-CNT electrodes, as it is in
rGO.
Cyclic voltammetry at variable scan rates revealed a signicant capacitive
improvement for the rGO-MWCNT electrode (see Figure 5). As illustrated,
the RGO-CNT electrodes have a larger integrated CV area, indicative of higher
capacitance. Additionally we observe that both RGO and CNT/RGO curves
lack distinctive redox peaks, which typically signify a strong presence of pseu-
docapacitance. The linear curve shapes are more closely attributed to EDL
capacitance, as is typical in carbon-based supercapacitors. However the curve
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of the FTIR response between (a) GO
and rGO (b) rGO, MWCNT and rGO with MWCNT
Figure 3.5. Capacitive response of rGO and rGO-MWCNT
electrodes using cyclic voltammetry at (a) 100 mV/s and (b)
500 mV/s.
shapes are not rectangular, as expected in an ideal capacitor, but oblique. The
oblique angles in the electrode curves are indicative of resistance, potentially
contact resistance. We also note the steeper angles between the 100mV/s and
500mV/s scan rate also suggesting increased contact resistance with increased
scan rate.










(Chigh + C low)
Specic capacitance was determined from Equations [3.1] - [3.3]. Here
ΔV/Δt is the voltage scan rate and I is the measured current. The deposited
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mass of the rGO and rGO-MWCNT was found to be 15.7 µg and 18.1 µg,
respectively. We calculate the average specic capacitance for the electrodes
within the range of stability of -.6V to .6V.
Figure 3.6. Specic capacitance of rGO and rGO-MWCNT
electrodes calculated from equations [1] and [2]. (a) Scan rate of
100mV/s (b) scan rate of 500mV/s
The instability is attributed to KOH interacting with the RGO within the
composite. At a scan rate of 100mV/s the average specic capacitance for
the RGO-CNT electrode is 180F/g with a maximum value of 223 F/g.; the
RGO electrode has an average specic capacitance of 65 F/g with a maximum
value of 132 F/g as shown in Figure 6a. Doing a point-by-point comparison
the RGO-CNT's supercapacitance is 3.1 times higher than that of RGO at
100mV/s. At a scan rate of 500mV/s the average specic capacitance for
the RGO-CNT electrode is 221 F/g with a maximum value of 231 F/g.; the
RGO electrode has an average specic capacitance of 62 F/g with a maximum
value of 91 F/g as shown in Figure 6b. Doing a point-by-point comparison
the RGO-CNT's supercapacitance is 3.4 times higher than that of RGO at
100mV/s. The energy density of the rGO-MWCNT electrode was 5.7 kWh
kg-1.
3.5 Conclusion
The composites of MWCNT and rGO were successfully deposited with GO
using mEPD and thermal reduction. We have obtained an optimal concentra-
tion, 5% by weight, MWCNT to GO that increases the energy density and
retains stability after 1000 cycles in our supercapacitor electrodes. The result-
ing morphology integrates MWCNTs to increase charge injection and to form
a conductive pathway to reduce the interlayer resistances. The addition of the
MWCNT reduced the sheet resistance by about a quarter and tripled the mea-
sured capacitance of the electrochemical capacitor electrodes. The scalability
of our modied EPD process, its ability to tune deposition thickness and our
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results thus far will allow us to next demonstrate how our cells, when scaled,
has the potential to outperform the industry standard supercapacitors.
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CHAPTER 4
Excitonic Eects at TMDC Interfaces
In this chapter we discuss intrinsic and extrinsic eects that inuence ex-
citonic features in TMDC monolayers. Using a systematic sample preparation
method, we arrive at a protocol for producing TMDC samples with exciton
linewidths that approach the intrinsic limit. Our study demonstrates unequivo-
cally the importance of BN and anhydrous surfaces in reducing inhomogeneous
broadening and trap related photoluminescence in TMDC devices.
4.1. Introduction
We began this work with an interest in investigating interlayer excitons in
TMDC heterostructures (specically MoSe2-WSe2 bilayers). A discussion of
those results appears in Chapter 5. During our studies it became clear that a
deeper understanding of the excitonic behavior of each material was needed to
reliably investigate more complex interlayer behavior: the interlayer exciton
we sought remained elusive and there was signicant heterogeneity in our PL
signals even within a single sample. We believed this was in part attributable
to crystal and sample quality. We embarked on an exploration of parameters
to minimize defect bound photoluminescence eects, with an aim of attaining
the most narrow and cleanest exciton linewidths. The parameters investigated
are summarized in Table 4.1 , 4.2 and 4.3for both MoSe2 and WSe2 (with
the exception of the Flux source which only looks at MoSe2). Parameters I
are more exploratory in nature while Parameters II represent a more focused
endeavour that bring us the promising results we discuss in Section 4.4. Our
motivation for investigating each metric is discussed below.
4.1.1. Spectral features in monolayer TMDCs.
4.1.1.1. Defect states . Defects in 2D nanomaterials play a signicant role
in their optical and electrical properties. Defects have been shown to reduce
electron mobility in graphene [91] and TMDCs [92] and can lead to reduced
photoluminescence due to nonradiative recombination or enhanced photolu-
minescence as will be discussed shortly[93]. Due to their various inuences,
a deep understanding of defects is needed. Lattice point defects in exfoliated
samples arise primarily from atomic vacancies in the lattice or the presence of
substitutional atoms. Such defects can induce strain in the lattice, which af-
fects how neighboring electronic orbitals overlap and interact with each other.
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Additionally such defects may interact with the ambient environment and
adsorb molecules in the air, leading to changes in the electrostatic environment.
Tongay et al. demonstrated the eects of ambient environment in their work
on engineered defects in MoS2, and MoSe2, WSe2. In their work [93] mono-
layer samples were irradiated by α particles or annealed at high temperature
(just below their thermal decomposition temperatures) to induce vacancies in
the monolayer crystal structure. They observed the presence of a lower en-
ergy defect PL peak in these samples, arising from sub bandgap defect states.
Curiously, they observed an increase in PL in the defect-induced samples com-
pared to their pristine counterparts in a nitrogen-purged environment. They
attributed this to charge transfer from defect sites to the N2 molecules, leading
to an increase in neutral excitons (and reduction of trion states). In vacuum
this PL enhancement is not observed. Other studies have also shown a similar
enhancement of PL with adsorption of molecules at defect sites [94, 7, 95].
Currie et al. utilized local laser heating to manipulate the relative trion to
exciton intensity in WS2 [96]. In air they were able to reversibly achieve PL
with only a trion feature at high powers (200µW), while in vacuum this pro-
cess was irreversible; at high laser powers charge transferring adsorbates are
desorbed from the TMDC surface and no additional adsorbates are present
to reabsorb and drive exciton formation. As such trion formation dominates.
These results are in line with our motivating intuition on the importance of
ambient adsorbates on excitonic features.
Temperature can also play a signicant role in the observation of defects.
As observed by Tongay et al. at room temperature, the irradiation induced
defect states are not distinguishable from the neutral exciton PL, possibly
due to thermal activation, where the excitons are ionized from their bound
states on defects and impurities (optical broadening at kbT/Ex* >.3 , where
Ex* is the bound exciton binding energy [97] so defect states aren't visible).
Likewise as we'll see in our own work, certain defects are not observable at
room temperature. This necessitates the use of low temperature methods to
eectively probe for defects to systematically ascertain quality of devices. We
note here that another group has found MoS2 defects that persist at room
temperature, attributed to the radiative origin of these states [94].
As we've seen defect states can be detrimental to device electrical perfor-
mance, but may also be utilized for enhanced photoluminescence. Recent nd-
ings have shown exciting possibilities for defects in 2D nanomaterials, namely
in quantum optoelectronics. Defects states have been found in monolayer
WSe2[98, 99, 100, 101, 102] and BN (monolayer and few layer) [103, 104] with
linewidths on the order of 100 μeV that are single emitter states similar to the
quantum dots discussed in Chapter 2. MoSe2 has also been recently shown
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to demonstrate similar localized quantum emitter behavior on gold substrates
[105] . These ndings open up a new pathway for advanced applications. In
our work we have observed similar sharp defect states in WSe2.
4.1.1.2. Carrier Concentration and Spectral Features. The charge transfer
driven PL changes discussed in previous defect studies point to a broader topic
in TMDC exciton spectroscopy: charge screening eects. MoSe2 and WSe2 as
exfoliated are expected to be n-doped and p-doped respectively due to their
band structures [106]. Modulating carrier density in a TMDC monolayer can
lead to signicant changes in the PL signature. Introduction of electron de-
pleting pathways (such as adsorbing molecules) lead to an increase of exciton
intensity in typically n-doped TMDCs such as MoS2 and MoSe2 at the ex-
pense of the trion intensity (IX−)[93, 95]. The electron depletion reduces the
charge screening of the excitons (and trions) in n-doped materials and reduces
the availability of free electrons for trion formation. As such, changes in the
(IX−/IX) PL intensity ratio can be used to determine the change in the carrier
concentration ne [107, 108]. This can be determined as stated below from the














where T is the the temperature, kb is the Boltzman constant, EX− is the
trion binding energy, and MX = me +mh and MX− = 2me +mh for n-doped
samples. In the case of p-doped samples with positive trions X+ we have
EX+ as the binding energy and MX+ = 2mh +me. The carrier concentrations
n
X
,ne,nh,nX− ,and nX+ refer to concentrations of excitons, electrons, hole neg-
ative trions and positive trions respectively. In p-doped samples the ne and
n
X−
are replaced with nh and nX+ respectively.

























where A is the collection eciency of photoluminescence, ΓrX and ΓrX− are
the radiative decay rate of the neutral exciton and trion, in n-doped samples.
Figure 4.27 shows a clear relationship between the charge concentration and
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the trion/exciton intensity ratio. Lin et al. also demonstrated a tuning of the
trion/exciton ratio by exposing the sample to solvents of dierent dielectric
constants, pointing to the eect of dielectric screening on the trion/exciton
ratio [108].
4.1.1.3. Homogeneous Linewidth and Dephasing Time. Approaching the
intrinsic spectral linewidth in monolayer TMDCs as in all semiconductors re-
quires an eective means to minimize broadening eects. As discussed in
Chapter 1, linewidth broadening can be homogenous or inhomogeneous. In
TMDCs inhomogeneous broadening arises from defects and impurity states
that perturb the excitonic resonant frequency leading to a broadened distri-
bution of frequencies and consequently linewidth. Excitonic dynamics are
governed by Γ, the exciton population relaxation rate and γ, the dephasing
rate. The exciton population decay rate consists of both radiative and non-
radiative recombination. The dephasing rate, the rate at which the ground
and excited state exciton wave functions become out of phase with another as
they evolve, is dened as γ = Γ
2
+ γ∗, where γ∗ is pure dephasing driven by
exciton-exciton and exciton-phonon scattering interactions [110]. The dephas-
ing rate is the homogenous linewidth of the exciton. The exciton population
rate and dephasing rate are related to the exciton population decay time, T1







Moody et al. studied the homogenous linewidth and dephasing in WSe2
monolayers using 2D Fourier transform spectroscopy. From the 2D Fourier
spectra of their excitons peaks they extracted a 2.7 meV intrinsic homoge-
nous linewidth and T2= 250 fs. They observe a linear dependence of the
homogenous linewidth on temperature and excitation density, suggesting that
exciton-exciton scattering and exciton-phonon are dominant dephasing mech-
anisms in WSe2. From their experimentally derived values, they extrapolate
a best value of the homogenous residual linewidth γo = 1.6 meV and T2 =
0.4 ps at zero exciton density and temperature, i.e. in the absence of exciton-
exciton and exciton-phonon interactions. They calculate a population decay
rate of Γ= 3.2 meV (at low temperature and excitation density) in their 2D
Fourier Transform study on WSe2 monolayers [110], which is equal to twice




γ∗ = 0, from this Moody et al. suggest that the homogenous linewidth (de-
phasing rate) is limited by the population decay rate, γ = Γ
2
. Supporting this,
Jakubczyk et al. nd that in their MoSe2 monolayers T2u 2T1, where T2 is
the dephasing time and T1 is the radiative lifetime [111]. They nd T2= 0.62
ps (γ = 2.1 meV). From modeling calculations Moody et al. show that radia-
tive decay is the dominant dephasing mechanism in defect-free WSe2 crystals.
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Further they assert that reducing the defect density does not in fact reduce
the homogenous linewidth based on the work of Wang et al, that showed [112]
that as the defect-bound exciton localization length decreases, the radiative
lifetime increases. [conrm that localization length is related to number of
defects states ]. Dey et al. similarly assert [113] that improvements in mate-
rial quality have no eect on the homogeneous linewidth but only aect the
heterogeneous linewidth. They nd similar dephasing times in both monolay-
ers and bulk crystals of several TMDCs and conclude material imperfections
potentially introduced by exfoliation of monolayers on various substrates thus
have no inuence on the homogenous linewidth. Instead intrinsic phenomena
dominate. Their study also conrms the importance of electron-phonon inter-
actions on the dephasing time. They measure a dephasing time of T2= 394 fs
(homogeneous linewidth of 3.34 meV) for MoSe2 using a nonlinear Four Wave
Mixing technique. However Jakubczyk et al. nd that T2 varies with spatial
position owing to local disorder.
In our work we study both MoSe2 and WSe2, which we note have distinct
dephasing mechanisms due to the unique band structures of the TMDCs. In a
study of dark excitons, Selig et al. show [114] that MoSe2 dephasing is driven
by radiative recombination (γrad) at low temperature and show intra-valley
acoustic phonon assisted non-radiative scattering (γKKnon−rad) at high temper-
atures. In contrast, they found that non-radiative phonon scattering is a




non−rad ) even at low
temperature due to the presence of dark exciton states in the lowest lying
exciton energy states (as also found in WSe2 [115]) which the bright excitons
relax to. In MoSe2 the bright exciton state is the lowest energy, thus the
needed absorption of phonons for scattering to dark excitons is less ecient at
low temperature. Intravalley scattering is favored above intervalley scattering
as less momentum is required for those transitions. Scattering to intervalley
dark excitons is only possible with optical phonons found at high temperatures
(>150K).
In general, the electron-phonon scattering inuence on the homogenous
linewidth can be expressed as:
(4.28) γ(T ) = γo + c1T +
c2
eΩ/kT − 1
Where γo is the residual homogeneous linewidth at 0K, c1 describes the
broadening due to exciton-acoustic phonon interactions, c2 describes the broad-
ening to exciton-optical phonon interactions, and Ω is the energy of the longi-
tudinal phonon.
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4.1.2. Parameters I. We sought to isolate both intrinsic and extrinsic
causes of anomalous PL signatures. We look into crystal source for intrinsic
eects and annealing, ambient environment and BN encapsulation for extrinsic
eects.
4.1.2.1. Crystal Source. 2D materials have been fabricated primarily through
either Chemical Vapor Deposition or exfoliated from single crystal bulk sources.
Single crystals of TMDCs are typically grown through Chemical Vapor Trans-
port using halogens. Diering syntheses utilize various recipes, leading to
variation in crystal quality. Crystal syntheses are often susceptible to creating
potential chalcogen vacancies in the resulting crystal. In our work we looked
at MoSe2 and WSe2 single crystals from HQ Graphene, a commercial source,
as well as from a leading institutional source used in various papers on TMDCs
and especially interlayer exciton work [116]. These crystals were grown using
the traditional CVT method utilize iodine as a transport agent. Details of
the ONL synthesis are detailed in reference [117]. We also investigated MoSe2
crystal grown with a new halogen-free ux method from FSU, . We were in-
terested to see the defect quality in these various crystals. Table 4.1 shows the
various sources (and growth method).
4.1.2.2. Annealing. We investigated vacuum thermal annealing to see if
we could remove any potential residue on the surface that might contribute to
defect states.
4.1.2.3. BN encapsulation. Select monolayers were sandwiched between mul-
tilayer Boron Nitride as a means to protect the monolayer from ambient and
substrate eects.
4.1.2.4. Glovebox. For a higher level of surface cleanliness, we created sam-
ples in a nitrogen purged glovebox. In this ultra clean environment we believed
we might be able to minimize all adsorbate interactions by never exposing the
sample to air.
4.1.3. Parameters II.
4.1.3.1. Improved BN Encapsulation. Encouraged by initial results from
our BN encapsulation, we then proceeded with further careful selection of BN
with ultra at and clean surfaces to minimize further adsorbate inuences as
well as any strain eects from the BN interface.
4.1.3.2. Passivation. With a rigorous approach to reducing adsorbate in-
uences from the ambient environment, we turned our focus to the substrate on
which our samples reside. Substrates have been shown to have a non-negligible
role in the optical and electrical properties of TMDC devices. We sought to





+ Bare Monolayer BN Encapsulated
Not annealed Annealed Not annealed Annealed
HQ Graphene (CVT)+* X X X X
ONL (CVT)+* X X X X
FSU (Flux)* X X
Table 4.1. Parameters IA: Crystal Source, Annealing and En-
capsulation
Bare Monolayer BN Encapsulated
In Air+* X X X X
Glovebox+* X X X X
Table 4.2. Parameters IB: Ambience and Encapsulation
Bare Monolayer Enhanced BN Encapsulated
Not passivated+* X X
Passivated+* X X
Table 4.3. Parameters II: Passivation, Enhanced Encapsula-
tion
4.2. Sample Preparation
Single crystals were obtained from either HQ Graphene, our collaborators
at ONL or FSU. The HQ Graphene and ONL samples are grown via the CVT
method as mentioned. The FSU sample was grown via the ux method. These
samples were exfoliated from the bulk crystal using the typical Scotch Tape
Method [9] with a heating modication for TMDC crystals [118] which has been
shown to allow for exfoliating larger monolayer akes. SiO2/Si substrates (285
nm SiO2 thickness) from NOVA wafers were oxygen plasma etched after dicing
for 2.5 minutes. The exfoliated crystal on the tape was immediately placed on
the plasma etched substrate, lightly rubbed and heated at 100C for 10 seconds
(for TMDCs). The tape was then peeled at a moderate to fast rate from the
substrate. All samples were kept in a nitrogen purged box when not in use.
Samples for use as bare monolayers were typically left on the substrate they
were exfoliated on. For samples in Parameter II, several noted monolayers were
transferred using Poly(Bisphenol A carbonate), PC, onto alignment marked
chips.
For transfers a PC lens was prepared as follows. Poly(dimethyl siloxane),
PDMS, was mixed and dropped onto a glass slide using a pipette. The lens
cures overnight. PC is prepared from solid and sheared between 2 glass slides.
The slides bake for 10 minutes at 90C. Following this, a square lm of the PC
is cut from the glass slide with a razor and placed onto the PDMS lens. A
smooth wrinkle free surface is achieved by a steady lowering onto the PDMS
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lens. Following the PC lm transfer, the lens is heated at 90C to remove any
residual wrinkles.
The PC lens is then used for systematic pickup and transfer using a micro-
manipulator transfer arm, temperature controller and microscope setup. The
target sample is placed on the stage and the vacuum is turned on at room
temperature. The PC lens is secured within the micromanipulator arm and
the roll axis adjusted to ensure the lens is level. Once the target monolayer
(or multilayer BN ) is identied, the PC lens is brought down slowly to the
sample. The contact point of the lens is identied and the lens position is
raised again and adjusted in the x-y axis as needed. Once the lens contact
and sample location are aligned, the transfer arm is lowered slowly. When the
lens is close to contact the stage temperature is slowly raised to 90C (a range
of 40C - 120C has also been found to work). The lens makes contact and
moves across the sample by thermal expansion. After 10 minutes the sample
is slowly lifted while the temperature is lowered. For layered stacks, subse-
quent pickups utilize the Van der Waals forces between the 2D materials to
lift the target materials o the substrate. Here careful alignment between the
picked up materials and target materials is needed. Once a stack is ready to
be transferred onto its target substrate or nal layer, the stack is aligned as
before to the target position and lowered until contact is made. Here the stage
temperature is raised to 180C to melt the PC. The PC lens is then raised,
with the stack melted onto the target substrate. After the sample has cooled
to room temperature, it is carefully placed in chloroform overnight to wash
away the PC residue.
For encapsulated stacks made in Parameter I, BN was chosen to be roughly
10-15nm for top BN (the rst material to be picked up, and the top of the
stack after transfer). Bottom BN was roughly 20-40 nm. For Parameters II,
BN was systematically chosen to be 20-25 nm for top and bottom BN, these
materials were inspected by Atomic Force Microscopy for cleanliness and at-
ness before selection. Passivation was achieved using a trade secret technique
on the surface of cleaned substrates. Passivated samples, and samples on
alignment mark chips were cleaned rst with acetone and IPA to remove any
residue. Remaining residue was cleaned with a standard 3:1 mix of sulfuric
acid and hydrogen peroxide.
Annealed samples were annealed at 120C for 4 hours in an ultra high vac-
uum chamber. Glovebox TMDC samples were exfoliated and stacked entirely
within a glovebox. BN used for the stacks were however exfoliated outside the
glovebox. If not otherwise noted, all other exfoliation and encapsulation was
done in air.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of encapsulated stack. Boron Nitride
is characterized using Atomic Force Microscopy and selected
based on atness and height. Stacks are made using an estab-
lished 'pick-up' method. Select substrates are cleaned with IPA
and surface treated to achieve surface passivation. Subsequently
stacks are transferred onto these substrates.
4.3. Experimental Methods
Photoluminescence measurements were performed on Parameter I samples
from room temperature to cryogenic temperatures. Samples were place in a
cold nger cryostat and mounted in an upright microscope. Measurements
were taken with a 40X objective lens with a 532 nm laser typically at 40µW
(up to 100µW for power dependent studies). Photoluminescence mapping was
done with an x-y piezostage at 77K (with cold nger cryostat) using a super-
continuum laser centered at 532 nm. Spectra for both the PL and PL mapping
for Parameter I was captured using an InGaAs detector (or Si CCD if noted).
Photoluminescence measurements on Parameter II samples were performed at
3.8K using a cryofree attocube system. Here, a helium exchange gas cools
the entire sample cavity, unlike cold nger systems where the sample mount
is cooled through the cold nger and subject to thermal conductivity issues.
Again, samples were pumped at 532nm at low powers (about .005µW for PL
mapping and typically < 8µW for PL spectra). Spectra was captured using
an InGaAs detector. Intensity counts for PL mapping was captured using a
Si-APD. Time Correlated Single Photon Counting (TCSPC) measurements
utilized a Si-APD and fast Si-APD with system response times of 150ps and
50ps respectively. Samples were pumped close to resonance with a supercon-
tinuum pulsed laser ltered at 750 nm. Dephasing measurements were taken
using a home-built free space interferometer.
4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Eects in Parameters I.
4.4.1.1. Crystal Source. Samples synthesized by HQ Graphene, ONL and
FSU were compared. ONL samples were measured only in an optical cryostat
cold-nger system and thus compared to HQ Graphene samples also measured
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Figure 4.2. Photoluminescence comparison of CVT grown
TDMC samples. Photoluminescence of exfoliated monolayers
from HQ Graphene and ONL crystal sources at 5K* (in our
cold-nger cryostat setup). 532 nm laser excitation at 30µW
power was MoSe2 samples and 30µW for WSe2. Species were
classied as trap/excitons by power dependent studies. In ONL
MoSe2samples the trap state dominates and excitonic species
are not discernible upon inspection. In the WSe2 samples the
dominant trap states are spectrally separated from the exciton
and trion states. The WSe2 trap state intensity is 8×stronger in
monolayers from the ONL CVT growth than the HQ Graphene
growth recipe.
under the same conditions. FSU MoSe2 samples were measured only in the at-
tocube system at 3.8K and are thus compared only to HQ Graphene samples
also measured under the same conditions The temperature in optical cryo-
stat is expected to be higher (~ 10K+) than the stated temperature due to
ineciencies in thermal conductivity between the sample and the mount.
Figure 4.2shows our results for MoSe2 and WSe2 monolayers from our HQ
Graphene and ONL crystal sources taken at 5K. A power dependence study
was performed on each stack to conrm the species present in the PL spec-
tra. We note the presence of larger trap states in the ONL crystal for both
MoSe2 and WSe2. From literature we know the trion state is red-shifted from
the exciton state. In our MoSe2 ONL samples the trion and exciton were not
distinguishable from the traps. We note a broad background trap state in the
HQ MoSe2 samples due to substrate interactions, which we discuss more in a
later section. WSe2 shows a similar trend, here the trap state dominates in
both crystal sources, but is spectrally distinct from the trion and exciton. The
traps in the ONL Wse2 sample is 8× stronger than in HQ Graphene. We con-
clude that the CVT crystal growth recipe used in these HQ Graphene crystals
provides crystals of higher quality (lower defect density) as compared to the
ONL growth recipe used in these crystals. Motivated by this we proceed to
continue using HQ Graphene in all subsequent experiments.
While we focus our studies on HQ Graphene CVT grown crystals, we were
able to compare the quality of the CVT growth recipe (HQ Graphene source)
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to the quality of crystals grow by the ux recipe. As mentioned the ux
recipe avoids the usual use of halogens in the growth process, reducing the
presence of impurities in the crystal, as has been conrmed by STM. Results
of a comparison of MoSe2 samples from ux crystal growth and CVT growth
is shown in Figure 4.3. The ux grown samples are signicantly brighter than
the CVT grown samples. We note in this batch that ux MoSe2 is extensively
n-doped, as evidenced by the strong trion to exciton ratio. The ux trion
intensity is 21× that of the CVT grown trion intensity in the monolayer and
5× in the stack (as measured from a tting to the trap and trion state using
a Gaussian and Voigt t respectively). Additionally the quantum eciency
appears greater as the full integrated intensity of the trion and exciton is
larger in the ux grown sample (21×). We note that the CVT grown stack
was made with our enhanced encapsulation with at and ultra clean BN while
our MoSe2ux stack was made using our old BN stacking technique. As such
some of the relative broadening of the linewidths in the ux stack (compared
to the CVT growth) can be attributed to that. Some narrowing might be also
expected with our enhanced encapsulation. As such we focus on the monolayers
for comparison. For the ux monolayer, the linewidth is 6 meV for the trion
and 8 meV for the exciton. For the CVT grown monolayer the linewidth is for
trion state is 11 meV and 9 meV for the exciton. A larger sample size would
be needed for rigorous comparison. Since this measurement, the ux recipe
has been improved and trap states might also be reduced. Further trends in
monolayer vs. encapsulated stacks will be discussed in the next section. These
preliminary results on ux grown crystals are promising and motivate further
study on the eects of passivation as well as applications for heterostructure
devices.
4.4.1.2. Annealing. We also performed a study on the inuence of anneal-
ing on PL features. Thermal annealing can be useful for removing surface
impurities on materials. It was shown in heterostructures to enhance apparent
interlaying coupling leading to a low energy feature attributed to the charge
transfer exciton [119] (discussed in Chapter 5). Our results for MoSe2 mono-
layers and stacks are shown in Figure 4.4. We nd that annealing actually
increases the presence of traps in our monolayer material. The BN encapsu-
lation appears to provide a protection for the MoSe2monolayer that reduces
the eect of the substrate as well as any potential disorder introduced by an-
nealing. However, annealing does enhance the traps between the exciton and
trion peak in the encapsulated samples. Similar results are observed in WSe2.
With these trends we proceed to make our samples without annealing.
4.4.1.3. Glovebox. Samples were also fabricated in the glovebox as detailed
in the Sample Preparation section. Results for WSe2 monolayers and encapsu-
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Figure 4.3. Photoluminescence comparison of dierent growth
processes (ux and CVT) on MoSe2. Photoluminescence of ex-
foliated monolayers from CVT grown (HQ Graphene) and ux
grown crystal sources at 3.8K (in the attocube setup). 532 nm
laser excitation pumped at 8µW. The ux grown samples are
extensively n-doped as shown by the large trion / exciton in-
tensity ratio . The ux trion intensity is 21× that of the CVT
grown trion intensity in the monolayer and 5× in the stack.
Additionally the quantum eciency appears greater as the full
integrated intensity of the trion and exciton is larger in the ux
grown sample (21×).
Figure 4.4. Sample annealing eects on photoluminescence
MoSe2samples were annealed for 4 hours at 120C. Trap den-
sity increased in the annealed monolayer MoSe2 as compared to
the unannealed sample. In encapsulated samples, the exciton
and trion peaks are less discernible in the annealed sample, due
to the presence of trap states between these states. The exciton
is labeled as X.
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Figure 4.5. Ambient eects on photoluminescence spectra.
Photoluminescence of monolayers and stacks fabricated under
normal conditions in air and in a nitrogen purged glovebox.
Spectra taken at 6K* (in our cold-nger cryostat setup). 532
nm laser excitation at 60µW power pumps the WSe2 samples.
There were no observable dierence in defect broadening eects
in samples made in the glove box vs. in air.
lated stacks are shown. There isn't an appreciable dierence between samples
fabricated in the glovebox vs. in ambient air. As sample fabrication in the
glovebox was cumbersome, time consuming and not convincingly necessary we
proceeded to continue to make our samples outside of the glovebox.
4.4.1.4. BN Encapsulation. In both annealed/unannealed samples (Figure
4.4) and samples made in air/made in the glove box (Figure 4.5), we notice
a signicant improvement of samples encapsulated in BN. Trap states are
reduced and linewidths are subsequently more narrow as a result. More details
on this eect will be discussed in Section 4.4.2.
4.4.1.5. Power dependence. Trap states were conrmed using power depen-
dence measurements. Figure 4.6shows a power dependence t for an exciton
and trap, IX= I
α . Power is shown as log-log t. Slope is α. The slope for the
trap state is sublinear (0.88) as expected and for the exciton linear (~1).
Figure 4.6. Typical power dependence analysis for MoSe2 exci-
ton. Intensity of tted peak is plotted against laser power pump
power. A log-log t of the data is taken and the power law ex-
ponent α is found . For the exciton α =1 for the trap state α <1.
4.4.1.6. Temperature dependence. We performed temperature dependence
measurements on WSe2 stacks at 60 μW and MoSe2 stacks at 30 μW. Tem-
perature was controlled using a a temperature controller and the sample was
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Figure 4.7. Temperature dependent PL of TMDC encapsu-
lated samples. Photoluminescence taken of MoSe2 and WSe2
stacks from 5K-294K in our cold-nger cryostat setup. At low
temperatures, WSe2 exhibits several sharp peaks attributed to
defects states. Fewer defect states exist in MoSe
2
. At room tem-
perature in both MoSe2 and WSe2 the PL signal is thermally
broadened. In MoSe2 , the general trend is an increase in PL in-
tensity with decreasing temperature as there are less phonons to
scatter from the bright lowest level exciton state to dark higher
energy excitons. We note a reduction in the PL at 121K that
requires further investigation. In WSe2 , we observe an increase
in PL intensity from low temperature to room temperature, In
WSe2 the dark exciton is the lowest energy state, so phonons
at higher temperature are more ecient in scattering to higher
bright exciton states. The trend in our samples, however was
not linear and require further investigation.
heated from cryogenic temperatures to room temperature. PL features are
more evident as temperature is lowered as discussed in . We note that there is
an inverse in temperature dependence MoSe2 is brighter at low temperatures.
MoSe2's lowest energy state is a bright exciton . At low temperatures there
are less phonons to scatter away to higher level dark exciton states and thus
its PL signal is brighter. The temperature dependence in our WSe2 samples is
less conclusive. Most of our samples show the 6K temperature as having the
dimmest PL with an unexpected maximum PL intensity at 120K. Recent stud-
ies have shown that WSe2 is brighter at higher temperatures, due to the low
energy dark excitons in WSe2 [115]. We also note the sharp features present
in WSe2 as compared to MoSe2 at low temperatures (5K-6K). It is apparent
that WSe2 is more prone to defect states as these features have been found
across our various crystal sources and in other published work. These features
will be discussed more in Section4.4.3.
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4.4.1.7. Sample heterogeneity. Samples also varied from one to another as
well as demonstrated spatial heterogeneity within the same sample. We took
photoluminescence mapping measurements to ascertain the heteogeneity across
the samples. In this conguration the samples were scanned using a galvanized
mirrors that scanned the laser across the sample. PL was recorded at every
point to create a PL map. Further studies were carried out with attocube
setup for samples of Parameters II and are discussed in section 4.4.2.
4.4.2. Eects in Parameters II. We utilized low temperature photo-
luminescence and intensity mapping to investigate our samples. Figure 4.8
shows representative spectra taken at 3.8K for monolayer and fully encapsu-
lated MoSe2 both on passivated and unpassivated substrates. The PL intensity
shown is scaled to the max intensity of the spectra. Comparisons of PL in-
tensity will be performed in subsequent sections. We observe several striking
results from these spectra to be discussed in the following sections: 1) passi-
vation decreases the trion to exciton ratio, pointing to successful reduction of
excess charge states on the surface. 2) Encapsulation is shown to reduce the
FWHM of the exciton and trion peak. With full encapsulation we are able to
achieve extremely narrow linewidths, approaching the intrinsic limit. 3) We
observe a blue shift in spectra of the passivated monolayer as compared to the
unpassivated monolayer spectra. We observe a red shift in the spectra in the
passivated stacks as compared to the unpassivated stacks. We also observe that
our monolayer spectra is blue shifted as compared to our encapsulated spectra.
Our initial observation that our passivated monolayer is blue shifted from the
unpassivated monolayer might suggest an electrostatic eect that arises from
lower concentration of electrons on the surface. However, the red-shift from
the passivated stack to the unpassivated stack seems to contradict this eect.
The dierences in peak position between the monolayer and stacks might be
explained by strain eects. Another hypothesis could be that the BN acts as
an eective screen to charges on the surface, but in that line we'd expect a
similar trend between encapsulation and passivation, but we see an opposite
trend. Further investigation is needed to further elucidate these results.
4.4.2.1. Lifetime. Studies to date show a great variance in reported and
predicted values of radiative exciton lifetimes, ranging from the sub picosec-
ond to the few picosecond range. This variance could be in part due to the
sample quality: impurities, defects etc. [120]. Palummo et al. predicted and
showed an intrinsic eective lifetime of a few ps for monolayer TMDCs [121].
Robert et al. measured a 1.8 ps radiative lifetime for the MoSe2 monolayer
at 4K [122]. They observed similar values across dierent crystal sources and
substrate environments leading them to believe this is in fact the intrinsic
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Figure 4.8. Spectral observation of passivation eects in
MoSe2 monolayer and encapsulated stacks. Passivation (labeled
as SAM- self assembled monolayer) is shown to reduce the trion
to exciton ratio. Encapsulation is shown to reduce the linewidth
of the exciton and trion peaks and reduce the presence of trap
states. We observe a distinct blue shift in the exciton and trion
peak in the passivated monolayer compared to the unpassivated
monolayer. We observe the opposite trend in the stacks: a
red shift in the passivated stacks compared to the unpassivated
stacks. Additionally the peaks of the monolayers are blue shifted
with respect to the stacks.
radiative lifetime. They note however, the lifetime was extracted from an in-
homogeneously broadened sample ( linewidth 10 meV). Several studies have
shown subpicosecond exciton lifetimes [111] [112]. Wang et al. calculated
the radiative lifetime for near-zero momentum excitons to be 0.18-0.3 ps for
excitons [112].
Robert et al. nd a trion lifetime of 15 ps [122] and found the trion and
exciton states to decay independently. Wang et al. calculate one of a few hun-
dred picoseconds [112]. Singh et al. found [123] the trion formation time to be
between 1.6 to 2.3 ps in two color pump-probe measurements. It ranges de-
pending on the resonant pump energy used across the inhomogeneously broad-
ened PL signal. They believe this suggests an underlying disorder - trap sites
that range in their disorder potential and ecacy of trapping the exciton, thus
aecting the exciton-electron (hole) binding.
4.4.2.2. Sample heterogeneity. Intensity maps were taken for the samples
(passivated/unpassivated stacks and monolayers) at around 0.05µW, at the
same optical density lter (OD 4, 104 attenuation of the laser power). The
intensity is recorded as a voltage through the Avalanche Photodiodes. Intensity
distributions were extracted from these samples at wrinkle/tear-free locations
away from the edges to ensure a representative PL intensity was acquired.
From Figure 4.9 it appears that both encapsulation and passivation appear to
improve the homogeneity in the aggregate samples. Heterogeneity is taken as
a sign of local disorder and charge inuences, which we believed encapsulation
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and/or passivation could mitigate respectively. However, there are distinctions
in the inuence of these factors.
Figure 4.9. Heterogeneity in intensity distribution of samples.
Photoluminescence intensity maps were taken of various sam-
ples. Intensity is recorded as voltage. Heterogeneity in intensity
distribution is used as a broad measure of local disorder. Of our
4 sample groups the unpassivated samples and monolayer sam-
ples as a whole had the greatest heterogeneity as indicated by
their broad distribution.
The distribution of our four sample types individually ( passivated stacks,
passivated monolayers, unpassivated stacks and unpassivated monolayers) were
t each to a normal distribution as shown in Figure 4.10 . The unpassivated
monolayer had the largest variation, with a standard deviation 2.35 mV, and
the passivated monolayer had the smallest variation intensity with a standard
deviation of 0.45 mV. Looking at just the standard deviation, the passivated
and unpassivated stack were similar in heterogeneity, within standard error.
As we can see some samples vary in brightness, to account for this we also
look at the (inverse) coecient of variation which is CV = µ/σ, which weighs
the value of the variation with the typical intensity. Here, the higher the
CV, the less the weighted heterogeneity. From our samples we see that the
weighted heterogeneity is as follows within our samples: non-passivated stack
> passivated monolayer > passivated stack > unpassivated monolayer. There
is about 2× weighted heterogeneity in the unpassivated monolayer as there
is in the passivated monolayer. Additionally, on the whole, the encapsulated
stacks are more homogeneous than the monolayers. Perhaps with a larger
sample size we will be able to draw more conclusions.
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Figure 4.10. Normal Distribution Fit of Intensity Heterogene-
ity. Intensity mapping for each sample type were t to a normal
distribution. As a function of the standard deviation, the un-
passivated monolayer was most heterogeneous (σv = 2.35), with
about 5x more absolute variation than the other sample types.
The standard deviations of the remaining sample types (passi-
vated monolayer, passivated and unpassivated stack) were simi-
lar. The inverse of the Coecient of Variation CV = µ/σ is used
to provide a relative weigh to the standard deviation. Here the
non-passivated stack have the largest CV (5.96) and the non pas-
sivated monolayer has the smallest CV (2.43) meaning that they
are relatively the most homogeneous and heterogeneous samples
respectively.
Spectra was taken at individual positions on these samples to extract infor-
mation on sample quality. A few positions are shown in Figure 4.11. As men-
tioned, Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes are expected for homogeneously
and inhomogeneously broadened features respectively. Exciton and defect fea-
tures were distinguished using a power analysis; Emission intensity (IX) follows
a simple power law dependency IX= I
α [124]. Excitons and trions demonstrate
a linear dependence where α ' 1, whereas defect states saturate with increas-
ing laser power leading to a sublinear dependence, α < 1. Exciton peaks were
t with a Voigt Lineshape, a convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian and the
neighboring defect peaks were t with a Gaussian lineshape, as shown in Fig-
ure 4.15. We obtained narrow linewidths approaching the intrinsic limit. Our
results show the eect of encapsulation on narrowing the linewidths of sam-
ples both on passivated and unpassivated substrates. Previous studies have
contended that removal of defects do not change the homogenous linewidth of
the material.
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Figure 4.12. Trion Binding Energy. Encapsulation is shown
to have a signicant eect on the trion binding energy. Stacks
have an average trion binding energy of 25.6 meV while the bind-
ing energyof the monolayers is on average 30.9 meV. Passivation
has a smaller eect on the trion binding energy. The eect is
stronger between the monolayers where the unpassivated mono-
layer has a binding energy that is 1.9 + 0.02 meV greater than
its unpassivated counterpart.
Figure 4.11. Filtered intensity mapping and line scans for a
bare monolayer on a silicon substrate (M/SiO2) and doubly en-
capsulated monolayer on a passivated silicon substrate (BMB/P-
SiO2). Shown is the intensity mapping ltered for exciton (a, d)
and trion (b, e). Linescans are taken at incremental positions (
a few shown in c, f for given samples)
Our results (Figure 4.12) show that the encapsulated samples have a smaller
trion binding energy ( 25.6 + 0.56 meV) than the monolayers (30.9 + 1.3 meV).
Our unpassivated monolayer has the largest binding energy, 31.3 + 0.9 meV.
Passivation doesn't have as strong an eect on the trion binding energy. The
comparative values of the trion binding energies unpassivated vs. passivated
stacks/monolayers dier by 1.9 meV and 0.7 meV in stacks and monolayers
respectively.
Exciton and trion intensity was collected from ltered scans, with narrow
bandpass lters centered at the respective peaks. These results were corrob-
orated by line scan spectra across samples comparing the peak exciton and
trion intensity. We also observe a signicant inuence on the exciton/trion
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ratio (nET ) with passivation ( Figure 4.13). Passivated samples have on av-
erage nET = 4.25 ± 2.01 as compared to unpassivated samples with a nET =
1.50 ± 0.82. Encapsulation which provides a buer between the monolayer
and the substrate is also shown to have to increase the exciton to trion ratio,
nET = 3.55 ± 2.41 in stacks compared to nET = 2.1 ± 1.23. As expected
encapsulation it isn't as eective as the removal of charge states achieved by
passivation. Experimentally we nd that combing passivation and encapsula-
tion increases the nET , indicating our passivation technique itself might not
completely eliminate all charge states on the surface so encapsulation acts as a
supplementary buer to the few charged states left on the surface. In all, the
passivated stacks are shown to have the highest nET , 5.9 about 3× larger than
their unpassivated counterpart and 6.78× greater than the bare monolayer on
an unpassivated substrate (nET = 0.87 ± 2.41). Tongay et al. estimated a
reduction in sheet carrier density, ne, of about 5×1013/cm2 with physiorbed
O2 molecules on MoS2[95]. We use our exciton/trion ratio values to determine
the ne reduction due to passivation using the model described by [125].
Figure 4.13. Exciton-Trion Ratio. Passivation is shown to
have a profound eect on the exciton: trion ratio (nET ) by
removing excess charges on the substrate surface. Passivation
results in a 2.8×increase in nET as compared to the unpassivated
samples. Encapsulation is also shown to be eective (albeit less
eective than passivation) in neutralizing the eects of excess
surface charges. Encapsulation result in a 1.6× increase in nET
as compared to monolayers.
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Lifetime measurements were taken at room temperature and 3.8K with a
passivated MoSe2 sample (Figure 4.14). Our results show a instrument re-
sponse time decay suggesting a lifetime faster than the APD response time,
conrming previous results of a lifetime < 5 ps. At room temperature we
observe a longer lifetime.
Figure 4.14. Lifetime Measurements on Passivated MoSe2. At
3.8K (LT) the lifetime of the monolayer is limited by the instru-
ment response time of the APD. Thus the lifetime at 3.8K is
expected to be < 5ps.
Dephasing measurements and spectra were taken at a single position to
correlate linewidth and dephasing in a non-passivated MoSe2 stack. Figure
4.15 show the results on the dephasing and corresponding lineshape of the trion
and exciton peak. The observed T2 time is 0.73 ps and 0.98 ps respectively.
From γ = ~
T2
, γtrion = 0.901 meV and γexciton = 0.607 meV, where γ is half the
FWHM of the homogenous linewidth. Our spectral analysis shows an overall
linewidth of 2.91 + 0.04 meV for the trion and 2.41 + 0.03 meV for the exciton.
This result exceeds the coherence shown in previous studies. We look to the
Voigt lineshape for more insight on the homogeneous and inhomogeneous . Our
lineshape analysis shows a Lorentzian width , WL= 0.297 + 0.2 meV for the
trion and WL = 0.96 + 0.11 meV ( γexciton = 0.48 meV) for the exciton. Thus
from an intrinsic sample with only homogenous broadening (WL) we expect
a dephasing time of 1.37 ps for the exciton. Currently, debate still remains
as to how robust utilizing interference for determining the dephasing time is,
and correlating that time directly to the linewidth. Additional studies will be
required to provide greater insight to this method. Also additional work is
needed to determine the most rigorous linetting method, perhaps xing the
Lorentzian to a determined 'intrinsic' value and varying the However, from
direct analysis of the total spectral linewidth shows near intrinsic linewidths.
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Figure 4.15. Dephasing Time. Dephasing measurements
and spectra taken at a single position in an unpassivated
MoSe2 stack. The observed T2 time is 0.73 ps and 0.98 ps re-
spectively. From γ = ~
T2
, γtrion = 0.901 meV and γexciton = 0.607
meV, where γ is half the FWHM of the homogenous linewidth.
This observed dephasing time is longer than previously reported
values. Spectra are t with a Voigt at the exciton/trion peak
and Gaussian at neighboring Gaussian peak. From the ts we
extract a Lorentzian width , WL= 0.297 + 0.2 meV for the trion
and WL = 0.96 + 0.11 meV ( γexciton = 0.48 meV) for the exciton.
We plan to repeat this measurement looking across the sample at dierent
locations as has been shown [111] that of T2 time changes across the sample
because of local disorder. We'd also like to compare this dephasing to that
of the monolayer and our passivated samples to corroborate the eects of
passivation and encapsulation that we have previously mentioned. Our samples
show an exciton and trion beating, in the work of Jakubczyk[111] they observed
a beating of 140 fs that demonstrates coherence coupling of exciton-trion state.
4.4.3. Spectral Features of Encapsulated WSe2. Additional mea-
surements were conducted on WSe2 stacks. Typical spectra is shown in Figure
4.16. We note here the presence of sharp emissions peaks, which have been
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Figure 4.16. Spectra of WSe2 stacks. Sharp and narrow peaks
were observed in all encapsulated samples, with a consistent peak
(P2) around 1.692 eV.
shown to correspond to bound exciton emission peaks. Several studies have
shown several observed peaks to be quantum emitter states [98, 99, 100, 101,
102]. We compared passivated and unpassivated stacks and found no ap-
preciable dierence. Since WSe2 is a intrinsically p-doped material, and our
passivation has been shown to reduce excess electrons, we expect that passi-
vation won't have a discernible eect. We note in our Unpassivated Stack 1
a broadened background attributed to defects and strain eects from the BN.
This sample was made prior to our enhanced stacking method, which ensures
very at BN.
We performed power dependent PL measurement to try to distinguish var-
ious peaks. We nd that P1 is an exciton state, as conrmed by a linear
power dependence. The trion state in our samples is hard to distinguish as it
is merged with sharp localized exciton states. We observe a persistent sharp
peak across all samples and locations, marked as P2around 1.692 eV. Our
power dependence studies on this peak have not been conclusive showing an
α > 1 Figure 4.17. This might be an indication of a biexciton species as has
been previously reported [126], however further analysis is required. We ob-
serve narrow linewidths in both the passivated and unpassivated samples, with
FWHM ~1 meV for the P2 state in across various locations.
4.5. Conclusion
In this chapter we have surveyed various sample parameters to achieve
ultra-clean TMDC samples with minimal defects. Our study highlights the
importance of low temperature measurements that provide an illuminating
view of defects through photoluminescence spectra. We have found that crys-
tals dier signifcantly in defects based on their crystal growth recipe and as
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Figure 4.17. Power Dependence Fit for WSe2 sharp emitter
peak . Power dependence t is consistently super linear across
positions and samples.
such sample quality should be ascertained before using for further device fab-
rication. We found the encapsulating our monolayers with Boron Nitride to be
a highly eective means of reducing linewidth broadening and trap defects in
our sample. With our encapsulated samples we were able to achieve excitonic
linewidths approaching the intrinsic limit. Putting a barrier between the in-
terface of the monolayer surface and substrate was critical in reducing defect
features. Additionally, passivating our substrates was an eective way to re-
move charge surfaces from the substrate as evidenced by the dramatic increase
in the exciton-trion ratio. We observed dephasing times almost twice as long
as has been previously reported, as well as an extended coherence between the
exciton and trion. By a systematic study and simple adjustment of the TMDC
monolayer interface we have been able to observe record-breaking linewidths




In this chapter we discuss several additional projects that were undertaken
during my Ph.D. These projects illuminated work on other projects discussed
in previous chapters and also encourage further study for future research.
5.1. Chemical Doping in CVD MoS2 monolayers
As discussed in Chapter 4, charge transfer from n/p-doped TMDCs can
result in signicant changes in the photoluminescence spectra. Work by Mouri
et al [7]demonstrated this in MoS2 through chemical doping with F4TCNQ
, which p-dopes the material by extracting electrons. In this process trion
formation is suppressed and exciton photoluminescence dominates. Motivated
by this early work we investigated chemical doping in CVD grown MoS2, with
particular interest grain boundaries where intrinsic doping and defect levels
might be important. We utilized photoluminescence intensity mapping and
lifetime measurement to characterize our samples. Our samples were exposed
to sequential doping by F4TCNQ .
PL mapping studies show selective improvement in PL through p-doping.
In the top panels of 5.1we see an increase in PL intensity upon doping. In
another region, at the bottom panels we observe a reduction in PL outside of
the grain boundaries.
We performed lifetime measurements on these samples (5.2) across grain
boundaries to ascertain if any diering non-radiative pathways were present
across the sample. We observe a constant lifetime, at 35 ps across the sample
(after deconvolution from the instrument response function). Additionally we
studied the lifetime before and after doping. We believed the reduction of trion
states might change the observed lifetime due to dierences in the exciton and
trion lifetime. However, we observed again no appreciable dierences in the
lifetime as a function of doping.
PL spectra were also taken of samples before and after doping. Diering
locations had various amounts of PL improvement following doping. This
might be due to diering local charge densities that vary across the sample.
5.2. Probing Interlayer Excitons in MoSe2-WSe2 Heterostructures
Atomically thin 2D TMDCs are characterized by weak van Der Waals forces
between layers that make it possible to separate individual monolayers. While
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Figure 5.1. Photoluminescence Intensity Mapping of CVD
MoS2 upon p-doping. After 1 doping step we observe varia-
tions in intensity response. Top panels) the intensity increases
25% after doping. Bottom panels) Intensity reduces 17% after
doping.
Figure 5.2. Lifetime measurements as function of position and
doping . Lifetime remains constant across the sample and
through several doping steps at τ = 35ps.
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Figure 5.3. Photoluminescenc spectra of doped and undoped
MoS2 monolayers. PL spectra of position before and after dop-
ing. This spectra shows a 7x increase in the intensity of the
signal with doping.
Group VI TMDCs experience a direct to indirect bandgap transition from
the monolayer to the bilayer and beyond, it has been shown that it is possi-
ble to retain a direct bandgap in bilayer hetero-structures of these materials.
Heterostructures widen the scope of potential phenomena and device applica-
tions by combining monolayers, which individually possess remarkable physics
properties including valley selectivity. TMDC monolayers also possess strong
excitonic features with extraordinary binding energies on the order of 100s
meV[29, 30, 31, 32], making charge separation dicult. Heterostructures can
be designed to overcome this challenge by retaining electron and holes in sepa-
rate layers. To date, heterostructures have been used to create tunneling Field
Eect Transistors, photodetectors, light emitting diodes (LEDs). New tech-
niques have been developed to create van Der Waals hetero-structures with
the atomically clean interfaces [127] needed for high performance devices and
to probe the interlayer phenomena that inuence such behavior.
Specically interlayer excitons are expected in heterostructures with type
II band alignment as predicted in MX2-WX2 bilayers [106]. The electrons re-
lax to the lower energy conduction band, found in material I and holes relax
to the higher energy valence band, found in material II. This charge separa-
tion provides a robust platform for creating optoelectronic devices. Recent
work has provided optical observation of the interlayer exciton in MoSe2-WSe2
heterostructures. Additionally the interlayer exciton's lifetime has been mea-
sured to be on the order of a nanosecond, 10x longer than that of intralayer
excitons [116]. We sought to expand this work to look at the eect of inter-
layer angle twist on interlayer coupling and charge transfer. Previous work on
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twisted homogeneous bi-layers in graphene [128] and MoS2[129, 130, 127]has
shown an angle dependent interlayer coupling. In MoS2 bilayers the angle
twist has been shown to cause steric eects that aect the interlayer distance
[129, 130, 127]and thus strength of the electronic and vibrational coupling.
Specically, the interlayer distance tunes the spatial overlap of pz orbitals be-
tween layers, which govern the indirect transition centered at the Γ point. The
direct transitions at the K point remain largely unchanged, as the interlayer
orbital overlap is minimal.
Calculations predict that the MoSe2-WSe2 heterostructure [131] has an
indirect bandgap (with a transition from K to Λ). Theory further predicts
that the valence band maximum belongs to one layer and conduction band
minimum belongs to the other layer, allowing for interlayer charge separation.
Generally this model predicts that heterostructures of same M (Mo or W) have
a direct bandgap (e.g MoS2-MoSe2) while heterostructures of same X (S, Se, T)
have an indirect bandgap (e.g WS2-MoS2) has been calculated to be indirect.
Indirect bandgap transitions are dominant in homogeneous bilayers, where
the transition is between Γ- K. Homogeneous bilayers also have an indirect
bandgap transition, which is optically characterized by a low energy peak and
a suppression of the direct transition peak.
Heterogeneous TMDC bilayers introduce additional considerations as ener-
getic, orbital and momentum dierences have potential to be more signicant
in angle dependent studies. Work to date has examined heterostructures of
MoS2-WS2[119, 132]. MoSe2-WSe2[128] and MoS2-WSe2[133] and provided
varied evidence of interlayer eects in these structures. Photoluminescence
quenching of the individual intralayer peaks has been shown in all of these
heterostructures [116, 119, 132, 133] and has been explicitly attributed to
charge transfer in the work by Rivera et. al [116] and Hong et. al [132].
A low energy PL peak attributed to interlayer coupling has been shown in
MoSe2-WSe2[116], MoS2-WSe2[133] (with complete absence of an intralayer
peak) and MoS2-WS2[119] (after 12 hour annealing). The varied results raise
questions about the precise mechanisms at work excitonic transitions and in-
terlayer coupling of heterostructures. In our work we wanted to probe these
mechanisms through angle dependent studies of bilayer heterostructures. We
were interested to learn what role energetic and momentum osets [134] and
interlayer separation play in interlayer coupling.
In our samples we fabricated heterostructure stacks with top and bottom
BN as has been detailed in Chapter 4. Here, our BN was not rigorously
characterized prior to stacking and might account for some anomalous features
we observe the in the PL spectra. Additionally, following prior work we used
ONL grown crystals (discussed in Chapter 4). Across samples and even with
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Figure 5.4. Heterostructure Photoluminescence Spectra at
Room Temperature. PL varies across samples and within single
sample signicantly. At times the exciton and trion peak are
easily discernible (far left panel), other times the peaks are seen
to merge or display anomalous spectra. We also observe a low
energy peak in certain regions in a few heterostructures.
a single sample (5.4) we see very dierent spectra . At times two clearly
distinguished MoSe2 and Wse2 spectra are observable, other times the signals
are merged and broadened. We attribute this in part to potential wrinkling and
defects within the stack. We do note the presence of a low energy peak (around
1.3 eV) as marked in Stack 3. This peak was present in several stacks, and
only present within the heterostructure region, and seemed to be correlated
with the quenching of the MoSe2 and Wse2 signals. We were hopeful that this
could be an observable interlayer exciton. We attempted to perform Second
Harmonic Generation our stacks (in their monolayer regions) to determine the
relative orientation of each monolayer to the other. However, the SHG signal
of our quartz substrate dominated. With this we would have been better
able to determine if the observation of the signal was related to the relative
alignment of the monolayers in the stacks as has been previously suggested.
The heterogeneity in our samples as well as the confusion on the presence of
the low energy peak led us to embark on the systematic study discussed in
Chapter 4. We showed that crystal source is important. The ONL crystals we
received had considerable defects present as compared to our HQ Graphene
and FSU crystal sources, and might account for some of our anomalous results.
With this knowledge on appropriate sample fabrication and crystal growth we
can now look ahead to making ultra clean heterostructures where extrinsic
eects have been largely isolated.
5.3. Probing Interlayer Decouplig in ReS2
ReS2has recently been introduced to the growing class of atomically thin
semi-conducting TMDCs [135]. ReS2 diers from the archetypical TMDC,
MoS2, in several interesting ways. Monolayer ReS2has a triclinic crystal sym-
metry and as such possesses inversion symmetry, in contrast to Group-VI
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TMDCS noncentrosymmetric monolayers which have D3d symmetry. Addi-
tionally it has been shown, like phosphorene [136], an elemental phosphorus
analogue to graphene, to have its bandgap at the Γ point, in contrast to mono-
layers of other TMDCs which have their bandgap at the K(K') point. MoS2 and
similar TMDCs possess valley dependent circular dichroism that arises from
the breaking of inversion symmetry and presence of inequivalent K points;
namely, electrons can be selectively excited from either K or K' valley by right
and left circularly polarized light respectively. This gives rise to potential
applications in valleytronics where valley indices can be used for encoding in-
formation in electronic devices. By contrast ReS2 lacks valley selectivity as
transitions occur only at the single Γ point. It is theorized that ReS2 lacks
spin orbit splitting which also removes the opportunity for spin-dependent op-
tical selection rules, thus making circular polarization selectivity unlikely in
this material. It has been shown to have signicant anisotropy to linearly
polarized light.
ReS2 has been reported [135] to have be a direct band-gap semiconductor
across all layers, in contrast to Group-VI TMDCs which experience [17, 5]
an direct-to-indirect transition when going from the monolayer to the bulk.
This is due to signicant electronic interlayer decoupling that allows each
layer to behave as an independent monolayer. Tongay et. al note that the
ReS2photoluminescence increases with increased layers, in contrast to Group-
VI materials. Further they note the Raman and absorption spectra remain
unchanged with modulation of the interlayer distance, indicating a decoupling
eect between layers. Theoretical measurements also indicated a weak dipole
moment and intralayer polarization. However, it has recently been shown that
polarization anisotropy varies by layer thickness in these materials. Thus the
nature and extent of interlayer decoupling requires further study. In this work
we planned to utilize time-resolved spectroscopy to study exciton dynamics in
ReS2 and provide further understanding of interlayer coupling.
Preliminary experiments have been carried out on this work. ReS2 akes
of dierent thicknesses were exfoliated onto SiO2/Si and identied by optical
contrast as shown in Figure 5.5. By inspection, the monolayer is the light-
est purple as shown in a1, with increasing thickness, the layers get darker
transitioning from light pink, to purple, and then blue.
We also characterized the PL and Raman by layer thickness for our pur-
poses. The monolayer (a1) has the weakest photoluminescence as expected
5.5, with a peak centered at 1.65eV. There is a red-shift in PL energy as the
layer thickness increases as shown in 5.5, the increase in PL and the intensity
of photoluminescence increases with layer thickness as shown in Figure 5.5.
With increasing thickness the PL peak becomes more narrow and a second
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Figure 5.5. Layer Dependent Characterization of ReS2. Top-
optical images of exfoliated ReS2labeled for characterization be-
low. a) photoluminescence as a function of layer thickness. PL
signal red-shifts with increasing layer thickness and the signal
becomes more narrow. b) Raman signal as a function of layer
thickness. Raman signal intensity increases but peaks do not
shift.
exciton peak becomes stronger. Raman indicates changes in intensity by layer
thickness but not energy as shown by earlier work, which points to interlayer
decoupling.
Reectance contrast is a steady state means of determining the absorption
of a material. In this experiment the reectance of the sample Rsample is com-
pared to that of the substrate Rref as expressed in Equation 5.29 to obtain
4R
R
, the reectance contrast. Here n is the index of refraction of the substrate
and A is absorption of the sample. To conduct this experiment white light
sources replaces the laser in our typical photoluminescence setup and is colli-
mated . The reected light from the sample and substrate is collected (without











Reectance of monolayer ReS2 is shown in 5.6. The unpolarized reectance
is shown in Figure 5.6 a) with the linear polarization dependence shown in 5.6b.
The peak absorption is shown at 1.68 eV, indicating a 30 meV Stoke's Shift.
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Figure 5.6. Polarization dependent reectance in ReS2. a) un-
polarized reectance shows a peak absorption peak at 1.68 eV,
indicating a 30 meV Stoke's shift from the photoluminescence b)
polarization dependent reectance shows increase absorption as
the polarization angle increases.
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Here in 5.1 we provide the full statistical information on the exciton and
trion peak locations, trion binding energy(B.E), exciton and trion intensity
ratio IX/IX− extracted from spectra and intensity scans.
Exciton Peak Trion Peak Trion B.E IX/IX−
Monolayers 1.655 + 0.003 1.624 + 0.003 0.031 + 0.001 2.105 + 1.228
Stacks 1.647 + 0.004 1.621 + 0.004 0.026 + 0.001 3.551 + 2.410
Passivated 1.651 + 0.006 1.623 + 0.005 0.028 + 0.002 4.259 + 2.104
Unpassivated 1.652 + 0.005 1.623 + 0.003 0.029 + 0.003 1.503 + 0.821
UP. Monolayers 1.654 + 0.002 1.623+ 0.002 0.031 + 0.001 0.877 + 0.209
UP. Stacks 1.647 + 0.004 1.622 + 0.004 0.025 + 0.000 1.763 + 0.84
P. Monolayers 1.657 + 0.002 1.627 + 0.001 0.029 + 0.001 2.729+ 1.048
P. Stacks 1.645 + 0.003 1.619 + 0.004 0.026 + 0.001 5.902 + 1.671
Table 5.1. Average values of peak locations ( in eV), trion bind-
ing energy (in eV) and exciton-to-trion intensity ratio . UP-
unpassivated P. Passivated
